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ABSTRACT
Soil Moisture Characteristic (SMC) curves are widely used in unsaturated soil mechanics
and agricultural engineering. A SMC curve is the relation between the soil suction
(tension in the pore water) and the water content (ratio of amount of water to solid
particles, preferably by mass).
Until now, the methods used to obtain the SMC have involved obtaining point
measurements along the SMC curve, which can take weeks to gather, and then fitting a
curve through these points. Recently at MIT, a much faster technique for obtaining a
complete, continuous SMC curve has been developed. A digital laboratory balance and
an MIT tensiometer, both monitored by a data acquisition computer, obtain continuous
water content and soil suction data, respectively.
As any other invention, advantages, disadvantages, and limitations of this device and
technique need to be assessed and improved. Along the course of this research, some of
these assessments or improvements were made, while attempting to extend a correlation
developed recently at MIT, as well as to understand the effect of the grain size
distribution on the SMC.
While measurement capacity of the tensiometer was not improved, the latest version is
significantly more serviceable than its predecessors. Although intended, it has not been
possible to compare the tensiometer readings to theoretically induced suction values by
relative humidity of the environment. Only comparative study was by capillary rise tests.
Numerous parameters that affect the experiments, such as compaction and heterogeneity
of the specimen, data acquisition cables, mass balance sensitivity and temperature of the
environment, were discovered and their effects were minimized. The newly repeatable
procedure was used to observe grain size distribution effects on the SMC curve, and to
correct the past understanding of grain size-SMC relationship, which was based on biased
test results for neglecting some of the affecting parameters listed above.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since the early 1900s, when civil engineers started to need geotechnical specialization,
soil mechanics had been based on the assumption of two-phased media (soil+water or
soil+air) for the convenience of analysis. During the last few decades, geotechnical
engineers have realized the inadequacy of this idealization, and many have turned their
attention to unsaturated soil mechanics. In this branch of geotechnical engineering, due to
the existence of air and water together, issues that are impossible to observe in two-phase
models, such as the surface tension of water at a water-air interface (also termed the
contractile skin), start affecting the soil behavior and parameters, such as noted below.
Soil suction is one of the most widely encountered phenomena in unsaturated soil
mechanics. It may affect the strength (slope stability, foundation design, retaining walls),
deformation (heave/swell of compacted clays, new construction settlements, heave of
basements), thus stiffness (under both static and dynamic (Mancuso et.al. 2000)
conditions); andflow (of leachate through natural liners, transport in vadose zone, wilting
points of plants) characteristics of soils (Sjoblom 2000). Unfortunately, the exact effects
of soil suction on these soil characteristics are not completely understood yet.
Soil Moisture Characteristic (SMC) curves are widely used in unsaturated soil mechanics
and agricultural engineering. A SMC curve describes the relation between soil suction
(tension in the pore water) and water content (ratio of amount of water to solid particles).
Until now, the methods used to obtain the SMC have involved obtaining point
measurements along the SMC, which can take weeks to gather, and then fitting a curve
through these points. When this time seems unreasonably long, another common practice
is predicting the SMC by using one of at least ten different correlations available in the
literature (Zapata et.al., 2000).
Recently at MIT, a technique for obtaining a complete, continuous SMC curve in total
preparation and testing time of 2 to 4 days has been developed. A digital laboratory
balance and an MIT tensiometer, both monitored by a data acquisition computer,
monitors continuous water content and soil suction data, respectively. The MIT
tensiometer is composed of a pressure transducer for measurement of soil suction and an
extremely fine porous ceramic as an interface between the specimen and the transducer.
1.1. Goals of the Research
As any other newly invented device and technique, the MIT tensiometer and the
technique for obtaining SMC curves need improvement and verification before it can be
used widely.
1.1.1. Reliability
The reliability of the MIT tensiometer's suction measurements should be verified. This
can be achieved by measurement of theoretically sound suction values. For this purpose,
17
the thermodynamically determined suction values of relative humidity over saline
solutions are usable.
1.1.2. Serviceability and Sensitivity Improvement
The MIT tensiometer prototypes had been built by assembling their components together
with epoxy. If any one of the components malfunctions, the whole tensiometer has to be
rebuilt. Building the device with replaceable components will make it possible to change
only the malfunctioning part.
Additionally, resolution of a tensiometer is coarser for high capacity measurements.
Since the tensiometer is designed to measure the highest suction values that are to be
measured, the low suction measurements may have poorer resolution than desired. In
case of high resolution - low capacity measurements, the pressure diaphragm (the
component that influences resolution and capacity) may be replaced from test to test.
Building a tensiometer that is separable to its components is useful in this concept, as
well.
1.1.3. Capacity
A tensiometer's suction capacity determines how fine a soil it can test. Tensiometers can
very rarely measure suction values above 15 bars, which is not sufficient for testing clay.
Therefore, techniques to improve the capacity need to be seeked. As far as the current
technology in tensiometer components is concerned, every improvement on the MIT
tensiometer for capacity increase had been devised prior to this research. Thus, changes
in the measurement technique will be looked into for this purpose.
1.1.4. Repeatability and Case Sensitivity
Being newly devised, MIT technique did not have a detailed procedure that had been
standardized to succeed in the testing of different materials. Therefore, a standardized
methodology that is free of the operator is required. If that can not be achieved along the
course of this research, as many cases or conditions in which the technique is erroneous
as possible will be detected, in order to go as close as possible to standardization. For
these purposes the new data will be compared to the previous experiments performed and
correlation derived at MIT.
1.1.5. Long-term Performance
If field use of this tensiometer is intended in the future, the long-term effects should be
examined. As a preliminary step in this area, stability of the suction measurements on the
long-run will be tested by attempting to sustain high suction values for a few weeks.
1.1.6. Effect of Grain Size Distribution
Pore size distribution is certainly affected by grain size distribution. The previous suction
tests at MIT were either on uniform glass beads or actual soil specimens that had varieties
18
of particle sizes. In order to understand the relation between the grain size distribution
and the SMC curve in the most simplified level, mixtures of two sizes of uniform glass
beads at different proportions will be tested.
1.1.7. Effect of Initial Density and Compaction
Along the course of standardization of the procedure, effects of initial density, which
varies with preparation and placement of the specimen, are observed and compared to
previous research found in the literature.
1.1.8. Air Entry Pressure Correlation
Former research at MIT resulted in a correlation that relates the grain size distribution to
the Air Entry Pressure, which is a value that can be observed from the SMC curve in
most cases, and which will be discussed in detail in the next chapter. All tests performed
for this research are going to be compared with the predictions of this existing
correlation.
1.2. Outline of the Thesis
The next chapter (2) of this thesis provides detailed background information and theory.
Details of the equipment and corresponding improvements throughout this research are
presented in Chapter 3. Improvement and details of the methodology are presented in
Chapter 4 in step-by-step procedure format. In Chapter 5, the experiments performed to
verify the equipment and methodology, and their results; as well as the experimental
results of the tests that were performed in order to gain further understanding of the
concepts influencing the SMC curve are presented. This is followed by corresponding
discussions and conclusions in Chapter 6. This also means that chapter 6 presents how far
this research progressed towards achieving its goals. Chapter 7 consists of the references.
All related tables and figures are in the text. Appendices at the end of some of the
chapters provide information that are not necessary to understand the text, but will be
helpful for the continuation of this research.
The figures are in color in the formal copies of this thesis. However, for the sake of black
and white copies, the descriptions in the text are without color, with the associated color
given in parentheses. For example, a red curve in the same coordinate space with a light
blue curve may be referred to as "the darker (red) curve".
19
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2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
2.1. Water Tension
The scientific discovery of water's ability to withstand tension dates back to 1730 by the
Bernoulli brothers. In 1754, Euler first described this phenomenon mathematically. The
first experiment in which water sustained a magnitude of tension greater than the vapor
pressure of water was performed by Berhelot in 1850. He measured tension values of
upto 50 bars indirectly. The greatest water tension ever measured is 277 bars (Trevana
1987), whereas calculations through the physics of intermolecular forces result in tensile
strength values of several thousand bars. Scientists conclude that the true tensile strength
(cohesion of water) was not reached in these experiments because failure (termed as
cavitation) occured at the inner surface of the testing container (adhesion between water
and container) first.
2.1.1. Air-Water Interface or Contractile Skin
A thin layer of water molecules at the interface with air behaves differently compared to
the pure water phase (lower density, higher thermal conductivity, etc.). This layer is
called contractile skin (Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993). It behaves like an elastic
membrane under tension.
The tension carried by the air-water interface (contractile skin) is termed as surface
tension. Considering an air bubble, the pressure inside will be greater than the pressure
outside, because of the surface tension. For the same temperature and fluid compositions,
the surface tension is constant. Therefore, the pressure difference between inside and
outside of the bubble will only depend on the radius (Figure 2.1).
Pwater Vertical force equilibrium:
a. 2. it. r = (Pair - Pwater ) .
where Pwater is the pressure in water,
r Pair is the pressure inside the bubble,
and both magnitudes are absolute pressures,
positive in the directions shown in figure.
Pair ;hence Pair + water..........Eq.2.
Gair-water
Figure 2.1. Forces acting on the half of an air bubble in water under pressure
(side view of cylindirical free-body diagram), and related equations.
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2.1.2. Cavitation
If the water pressure is decreased, the bubble expands. The air pressure inside the bubble
simultaneously decreases, in accordance to the Ideal Gas Law, which is:
Pressure x Volume = n (#moles) x R (gas constant) x temperature (K)
For a spherical volume, the equation above can be rewritten as:
P-r3  3-n-R-t
41r
r =a ...................Eq.2.2
, where a is constant for any particular gas bubble that remains at the same temperature
and that has constant amount (mass or moles) of gas. Assuming these conditions exist,
Equation 2.2 can be substituted into 2.1 :
pair -=2o + Pwater
+a
~> water ~ Pair -- pair .................. Eq.2.3
2a 32,
where c a - n .
a 3nRt
Equation 2.3 shows that for
a particular air bubble, the
inside and outside pressures
can be related in the form of
a function (Figure 2.2).
When the water is subjected
to tension, air pressure in the
bubble decreases (inside and
outside pressures change
Figure 2.2b. zoom on 2.2a.
T , - 7L[7
1~
-F-
-I--
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- L
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F F I I
4-1-1-4-
I F I I
Figure 2.2a. Limit state of air bubbles in water.
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along the curve in the direction
of the arrow in Figure 2.2a). If
the water tension is increased
enough, the bubble loses its
stability and explodes. The
contractile skin and water around
the bubble may fail via two
mechanisms:
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1.10
-.
Z 1.1
-
S1.059o
1
0 5 10 15 20 25
air pressure (absolute pressure in kPa)
The functions that are plotted in Figure 2.2 represent limit equilibrium condition.
There is a maximum water tension (peak of the curve) at which the specific bubble
can exist stably. At any attempt to further increase the tension, the bubble explodes.
This is called cavitation.
If the air pressure that can equilibrate the peak water tension is smaller than the vapor
pressure of water, the vapor pressure will be reached before the peak of the curve
while increasing the tension (lowest curve in Figure 2.2b). At the vapor pressure,
water molecules start to volatilize into the bubble. In the equations above, increased
number of molecules means increased n, decreased c, and therefore, further decrease
in Pai. Air pressure's tendency to decrease results in more volatilizing molecules,
restarting the cycle (There is no cycle of events in this case, the cycle here means the
logic sequence described in this paragraph). This creates a chain reaction, suddenly
vaporizing lots of water molecules. The air bubble abruptly and uncontrollably
enlarges, i.e. cavitation occurs.
Whichever of the two mechanisms above occurs is determined by whether the vapor
pressure or the peak water tension is closer to the left of the curve. A combination of
these values defines the tensile strength of water around an air bubble. This can be plotted
for different bubbles as in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3. Estimated tensile strength of water around a bubble
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2.2. Total Potential of Soil Water
The term "potential" means the amount of work required to move from a reference state
to the state under consideration. Therefore, total potential of soil water is the amount of
useful work that must be done per unit quantity of pure water to transfer reversibly and
isothermally an infinitesimal quantity of water from a pool of pure water at the reference
elevation and external gas pressure to the soil water at the elevation of the soil under
consideration (Aitchison 1965).
2.2.1. Components of Potential
The general definition of potential above includes various different aspects of changing
the state of the water. To understand and account for each of these, the total potential can
be separated into components as shown in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4. Components of soil water potential.
The square water bodies represent pools of
water, the curved ones represent pore water. The
small black arrows show the external (gas)
pressure, arrow sizes representing the magnitude
of pressure. The thick (red) arrow represents the
transfer, on which the potential definition above
is based. The dots in water represent solutes.
+
Pressure
Soil particle
Matric
Osmotic
With the directions of transfer shown in this figure, gravitational and pressure potentials
are positive (i.e. work must be done on the water to transfer it in the direction shown in
the figure with the thick arrow), although they may be negative depending on the
elevation and pressure values. Matric and osmotic potential are always less than zero (i.e.
when the two water bodies are connected, water naturally flows as shown in the figure in
the figure with the thick arrow).
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2.2.2. Soil Suction
Among the potential components described above, the first two (gravitational and
pressure) lose their existence in case of soil science, because soil water doesn't change
elevation at a certain point under consideration, and the external gas pressure (i.e.
barometric pressure) varies negligibly. This leaves only the last two potential components
(matric and osmotic) in effect, as far as soil science is concerned. The total of these two
potential components is termed soil suction. It is also called total suction, moisture
tension or negative pore pressure.
The exact definition of soil suction, parallel to the potential definitions above, is as
follows: Soil suction, i.e. - (matric + osmotic potential) is the amount of useful work that
must be done per unit quantity of pure water to transfer reversibly and isothermally an
infinitesimal quantity of water from the soil water to a pool of pure water at the same
elevation and atmospheric pressure (Aitchison, 1965).
Simpler definitions identify soil "a measure of the pulling force (tension) exerted on
water by the soil" (Snethen 1980) or "an energy quantity to evaluate the capability of a
soil to retain soil water" (Lee and Wray 1995). In general, the drier the soil, the greater is
the soil suction (Wray 1984). No matter how different these definitions may seem, they
are all in line with the same principal definition.
2.2.2.1. Osmotic Suction
This is the component of suction due to solute concentration differences, and is equal to
the positive of the osmotic potential value. It can be observed in soils with soluble
materials. Osmotic suction can be expressed as
n
. =.- R -.T .......................................... Eq.2.4
V
where n/V is the total ion concentration (molar), R is the universal gas constant, T is the
absolute temperature (K) (Petrucci, 1989).
According to Nelson and Miller (1992), within the range of water contents encountered in
most practical problems in geotechnical engineering, significant changes in osmotic
suction do not occur.
2.2.2.2. Matric Suction
This is the component of suction due to physics of the water-air interfaces, and is equal to
positive of the matric potential value.
Any soil may have pores small enough where the surface forces are large enough to
prevent the body forces from draining the pores, i.e. the soil has a capacity to store water.
Some energy (in the form of negative pressure) has to be applied to withdraw the water,
which is held in place by the potential energy of the tensile forces created due to curved
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interfaces (see Section 2.3.2 for detail). These forces in the pore water are termed matric
suction. Matric suction is also called capillary potential.
According to Fredlund and Rahardjo (1993), matric suction (Ua-Uw) is one of the two
stress state variables that are used for interpretation of engineering behavior of
unsaturated soils (the other variable is the net normal stress, n-ua). In this widely
accepted notation of the reference, an is the normal stress, ua is the air pressure and u, is
the water pressure.
2.2.2.3. Effects of Soil Suction on Other Soil Parameters:
Research in the past decades showed that with increasing soil suction;
- Effective stresses increase,
- Therefore, shear strength increases (Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993),
- Hydraulic conductivity decreases (Kasim and Fredlund, 1998),
- Infiltration capacity increases (Kasim and Fredlund, 1998),
- Tension added to lateral earth pressures leading to deeper tension cracks in
retaining walls, etc. (Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993),
- Higher potential for swelling in the case of cohesive soils.
2.2.2.4. Suction Measurement Techniques
Since a sound enough testing method has not been established yet, there are several
techniques based on much different principles. These are presented in Table 2.1 below.
Technique Suction Parameter Measured Range
(ASTM Code or Reference*) Type (bar)
Porous Plate (D2325-68) matric(i) u,= latm, ua controlled 0.1 - 1
Pressure Membrane (D3152-72) matric(i) u,= I atm, ua controlled 0 - 15
Axis Translation (Southworth, 1980) matric(i) positive u,, ua controlled 0 - 15
Filter Paper (D5298-94) matric(w) contacting paper water content 0.3 - 1000
Filter Paper (D5298-94) total® nearby paper water content 4- 1000
Time Domain Reflectometry matric(w) dielectric constant of device 0 - 5(Conciani et al.,_1996) ___________________________
Heat Dissipation Sensor matric(w) thermal conductivity of device 0 - 7
Gypsum Porous Block matric(w) electrical conductivity of device 0.1 -30
Tensiometer matric water tension 0 - 0.9
Tensiometer, ICMITSaskatch. matric water tension 0-20
Squeezing (D4542-95) osmotic ion concentration 0-350
Humidity Chamber total (i) relative humidity of air I - 10000
Psychrometers total® temperature at evaporation 0.5 - 700
Centrifuge (D425-88) matric(i) capillarity 0 - 30
Table 2.1. Suction Measurement Techniques.
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* also seethe references Lee & Wray (1995), Ridley & Wray (1996) and Fredlund
& Rahardjo (1993) for most of these techniques.
Ua, u, are pore air and water pressures, respectively.
@ indicates that the measured parameter correlates to suction through relative
humidity of air.
(w) indicates that the measured parameter correlates to suction through the water
content of the sensor, which has a unique suction - water content relationship.
(i) means the technique does not measure the suction of the soil; instead, it induces
the chosen suction value in the soil specimen.
It should be noted that among all these techniques, only tensiometers measure the suction
directly. All other techniques measure other parameters, which indirectly correspond to a
suction value through predetermined calibrations.
2.2.2.5. Tensiometers
The primary problem in direct suction measurements is connecting the pore water to the
measurement device (anything from a manometer to a strain-gaged pressure diaphragm).
Tensiometers use a porous stone and a water reservoir for this purpose. The water in the
porous stone and the water reservoir hydraulically connect the soil pore water to the
measurement device, conducting the pressure.
The new generation tensiometers such as Imperial College (first of this kind, Ridley and
Burland, 1993), MIT and Saskatchewan Tensiometers work on the same principle, but
add the advantage of a water reservoir of thousands of times smaller than their
predecessors, effectively diminishing the probability of cavitation. Their capacity,
therefore, is limited by the air entry pressure (defined in Section 2.3.1 below) of their
porous stone, instead of the vapor pressure.
2.3. Drying Porous Medium
Figure 2.5 represents various stages (1-5)
of the drying of soil. The drying process
tries to pull the water out of the pores,
inducing suction, which will be carried by
the curved air-water interfaces. As the
suction and the curvatures increase, the
water surfaces are drawn deeper and
deeper into the pores.
Figure 2.5. Drying soi
Air - water nterface
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2.3.1. Air Entry Pressure
If the air-water interface passes the neck (location along the pore with smallest hydraulic
radius) of a pore, the rest of the pore is dried easily. Air entry is when this occurs
throughout the soil (in Figure 2.3, stage 5 seems to be about the air entry). In other
words, when the suction imposed by drying is high enough to drain a large amount of
pores, continuous air will start to dominate the pores instead of continuous water. The
amount of suction necessary to drain the soil by this mechanism is called Air Entry
Pressure, air entry value or bubbling pressure.
The standard method to predict the AEP is by considering the capillary rise in a tube with
diameter equal to the DIO (diameter larger than the finest 10% mass of soil grains) of the
soil, as:
40-AEP = ................................... Eq.2.5
D10
where a is the surface tension.
2.3.2. Pendular Ring
After air entry occurs, the
pores lose their bulk water,
but some water remains
trapped around the contact
points between the soil
particles. The tension in this
water is balanced by the
surface tension of water. This
formation is termed pendular
ring and is represented in
Figure 2.6. Pendular rings are
complex three dimensional
shapes defined by three
different radii. In an actual
pendular ring, the arc that is
rotated around the central
axis (i.e. the arc with radius r
in the figure) is not exactly
circular. However it is only
marginally different, thus
scientists usually approximate
the shape as a circular arc
(Sjoblom, 2000).
d I
Particle
R dp radius
+ r
Figure 2.6. Pendular rings between two spheres of
equal diameter, three dimensional mesh drawing
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2.4. Soil Moisture Characteristic Curve
The relation between the amount of water in the soil and the associated matric suction in
the pore water is termed the Soil Moisture Characteristic. In other words, it is the relation
between the energy required to withdraw water from the pores and the amount of
remaining water (Marinho et al., 2000). Finer pores result in higher suction values. SMC
curves are widely used in geotechnical and agricultural engineering as well as
meteorology. Examp
Figure 2.7.
Examples of
SMC curves.
Continuous lines
show curves
obtained by MIT
technique for
uniform coarse
material (bottom)
and fine material
(top). The point-
data are from a
pressure plate test
on well-graded
material
les of SMC curves are shown below in Figure 2.7.
Separate SMC exists for drying and wetting curves (i.e. hysterisis). This research focuses
only on drying curves. A soil's wetting curve has less water for a given soil suction value
than the drying curve of that soil. The hysterisis is a result of two physical reasons: The
angle of advancing water surface is greater
and the ink bottle effect (Figure 2.8).
R
Nb
h
(a)
Figure 2.8. Ink bottle effect. Vertical arrows show the
direction in which the air-water interface is moving
(a) during drying, (b) during wetting
than that of withdrawing water
In a porous matrix, nearly all
pores consist of large voids
connected to each other through
smaller pore throats. While
drying or wetting, the air-water
inteface has to pass through a
pore throat before reaching the
pore itself. This means for the
suction value created by the
curvature at the pore throat, the
pore is wet during drying and
dry during wetting (Figure 2.8).
This results in higher water
content values for the same
suction on the drying curve.
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For most soils, the SMC curve has three distinct parts, which are represented in Figure
2.9. The thin (red) curve presents the SMC curve of a uniform sand, and the thick (blue)
curve is the theoretical SMC of uniform glass spheres.
Before air entry, the soil stays more or less saturated, and the suction is not enough to
drain most of the pores (1: continuous water, discontinuous air-bubbles). After the
suction is as high as the AEP, the bulk water in the pores start to drain, which requires
very little or no additional suction (2: both air and water continuous). After all the bulk
water is drained only the pendular rings remain. From then on, with increasing suction,
the pendular rings diminish very slowly (3: continuous air, discontinuous water-pendular
rings).
After the air entry, the rate of evaporation does not depend on the type or diameter of the
pores. However, for soils with larger pores, a longer time period is required until the
formation of pendular rings (Fisher, 1923).
25 Figure 2.9. SMC curve analysis
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2.4.1. Uses of the SMC
Given the SMC curve of a soil, in-situ negative pore pressures in that soil can be
estimated simply by determining water content from an undisturbed sample, and then
reading the corresponding suction value from the curve (geological and recent
meteorological record must also be available to decide if the in-situ water content
resulted from drying or wetting of the soil). The magnitude of in-situ suction can be used
to determine several soil parameters via correlations and theories.
Several procedures have been proposed in the recent years to predict the engineering
parameters of unsaturated soils. The SMC curve has been used as a tool either directly or
indirectly in many of these methods, of which a few examples are as follows:
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- Hydraulic Conductivity can be correlated via certain methods (See Fredlund and
Rahardjo, 1993, pp. 113-117; and van Genuchten, 1980).
- The increase in shear strength is given by Vanapalli and Fredlund (1996) as
c= : (ua-u,) .S*. tan$'....................................Eq.2.6
where (ua-uw) is the matric suction, S is the degree of saturation, $' is the effective
angle of friction and K is the fitting parameter.
2.4.2. SMC Determination
2.4.2.1. Experimentallv
The general practice is to measure the suction of the sample at any time during drying or
wetting (or to induce any suction value), and then determine the water content. This gives
one point on the SMC curve. To obtain the whole curve, the process is repeated on
several identical specimens.
The current measurement techniques of ASTM are the filter paper, and porous plate and
pressure membrane. Filter paper method calculates the suction indirectly through relative
humidity. Porous plate and pressure membrane methods rely on the assumptions of water
continuity and independence of the curve from the translation of pressure axis. Moreover,
none of the methods are able to take more than a few data points per week on the SMC
curve at best.
Recently, researchers managed to obtain continuous SMC curves by adding a syringe
pump to the porous plate apparatus and measuring how much water is withdrawn.
However this technique still makes the same assumptions as the porous plate technique,
as noted above (Ray and Morris, 1998).
2.4.2.2. Via Correlations and Curve Fitting
In spite of these difficulties in obtaining SMC curves, the curves are used in unsaturated
soil mechanics so much that there are at least ten equations of SMC curves correlated
from other soil parameters.
Curve fitting parameters are estimated based on the grain size distribution and other soil
parameters. There are three approaches in SMC estimation. The first is based on
statistical estimation of water contents correlated to soil parameters at selected suction
values. The second correlates, by regression analysis, soil properties with the fitting
parameters of an analytical equation for the SMC curve. See Appendix 2.1 for common
curve fitting equations (Zapata et al., 2000). The third is the methods based on a physics-
based conceptual model (such as Sjoblom, 2000).
There are also a few procedures (such as Mercury Intrusion Porosimeter, Kong and Tan,
2000) for SMC determination that combines experiments and correlations.
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2.5. Previous Research at MIT
Former research at MIT on this subject had been done by Kurt Sjoblom, Ph.D., from
1996 to 2000. Tensiometers were developed and used because that is the only device that
can measure suction directly, and is thus free of possible unknown uncertainities the other
devices may have.
2.5.1. MIT Tensiometers
Along the course of the past research, six versions of MIT tensiometers were developed.
Among these, three were unsatisfactory. Only the last two successful versions were used
in obtaining data for the rest of the former research, and they are summarized in sections
2.5.2 and 2.5.3. These two devices continued to be in use during this research, and they
are described in Sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4.
2.5.2. Continuous SMC Drying Curve
The two major disadvantages
of the standard methods to
determine the Soil Moisture
Characteristic are the long
duration of testing and inability
to obtain a continuous curve.
The MIT technique for SMC
determination couples the
matric suction measurements
from a tensiometer with mass
measurements from a digital
laboratory scale (Figure 2.10).
The mass differences among
the data are later used in back-
calculating the variation of
water content throughout the
test.
Isolation box
Soil specimen
Retaining Ring
Tensiometer
Stand
Lab scale
Figure 2.10. Setup to obtain continuous SMC curve
2.5.3. Air Entry Pressure Prediction
One of the results of Dr. Sjoblom's research was derivation of the following empirical
correlation relating the grain size distribution to the AEP:
Sk1+sin a2 -3cos~)
Matric Suction =
2 r8o - cos( 2 )- 1]
...................... Eq.2.7
where a is the surface tension of water,
r,0 is the characteristic particle radius,
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....... 
and the inclusive angle (a, see Figure 2.6) is correlated as:
D D
a =103.18 - 28.988 60 from data with 6 < 2.3 .......... Eq.2.8
D30 D30
However, the a values used in the regression are quite scattered and the tests that were
done at MIT were of materials with equidimensional particles only.
2.6. Nomenclature
Since nothing is soundly established in soil suction studies, and a lot of researchers
worldwide are dealing with this subject, there are several different notations, units, and
SMC representations.
2.6.1. Notations
Total suction may be represented by h, V, $, t, p, s or S. Sometimes hm, usually (ua-uw),
where ua and u, are air and water pressures, respectively, are used for matric suction.
Osmotic suction notations are h, and n. In this thesis, matric suction is represented by
(ua-uw), and n is used for osmotic suction.
2.6.2. Suction Units
Being the negative pore pressure, suction uses the same units as pressure. The common
units are;
1 atm z 100 kPa = 1 bar = 14.5 psi ~ 1 kg/cm2 = 1000 cm water = pF 3
Among these, only pF is logarithmic (pF n = Io" cm water).
In this research, bar is used because of its equivalance to atmospheric pressure, its
location in the measurement range of the tensiometer (0.01-10 bar; fewer digits, less
confusion) and its being an exact multiple of SI units (105 Pa).
2.6.3. Suction Sign Convention
The scientific definition of suction in Section 2.2.2 shows that soil suction is always a
positive quantity. Another approach may be taking suction as (ua-u). Since the water
pressure is negative, and air pressure is always positive, (ua--uw) will be positive.
2.6.4. Water Amount
Theoretically, total and matric suctions can be singularly related to the gravimetric water
content, but not to the degree of saturation or volumetric water content (Wan and Gray,
1995).
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Practically, the MIT technique uses a laboratory scale to measure the water content,
which is obviously gravimetric. Whereas, the setup is not equipped for volume
measurements, so volumetric water content or degree of saturation cannot be directly
measured.
For the reasons above, the gravimetric water content is being used at MIT.
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3. EQUIPMENT
3.1. MIT Tensiometers
Throughout this thesis, "MIT Tensiometer Version 5.0" will be abbreviated as "T5",
"Version 6.0" as "T6", "Version 6.1" as "T61" and so on.
For the research on soil suction at MIT, six versions of tensiometers were developed by
Dr. Kurt Sjoblom. These tensiometers were built as triaxial pedestals with 1.4in
(35.5mm) diameter for wider application possibilities and better compatibility with
existing equipment. Half of the tensiometers (TI, T2 and T4) were unsuccessful and the
rest (T3, T3 1, T5) were satisfactory. In the research that took place afterwards, which is
the research described in this thesis, only the two most finalized devices (T31 and T5)
have been employed. Additional versions, both unsuccessful (T32 and T6) and successful
(T61) have been developed and utilized. Various properties of all MIT tensiometers are
presented in Table 3.1.
Device Researcher Year Stone Tension Highest Current Disadvantages Advantages
Measurement Measured Capacity
TI Sjoblom 1996 SMC pressure transducr 0.9 bars* - o-ring seals
I_ I large water resvoir
T2 Sjoblom 1997 SMC mini. press. trans. < 3 bars* - o-ring seals
T3 Sjoblom 1998 SMC rosette strain gage 13 bars - electronic drift, high pressure
I_ I I poor resolution in saturation
T4 Sjoblom 1998 SMC rosette strain gage * - as T3, poor sealing as T3
T31 Sjoblom 1999 Kochi rosette strain gage 22 bars 2 bars as T3, no need for
Kochi ceramic high press.sat.
T5 Sjoblom 2000 Kochi pressure transducr 5.5 bars 4 bars temperature effects, no electronic drift,
max.sat.pres.34bars good resolution
T32 Toker 2000 Kochi rosette strain gage 3 bars* - as T3 1, as T3 1,
T6 Toker 2000 Kochi pressure transducr 6.2 bars* - as T5 as T5
incompatibl geometry replacabl. trnsducr
T61 Toker 2000 Kochi pressure transducr 13.2 bars 11.6bars compatible geometry as T6
Table 3.1. MIT Tensiometer history/statistics/performance/advantages and disadvantages
over former models. Asterisks (*) mark the tensiometer designs that were abandoned
because they could not fulfill their design purposes.
3.1.1. Porous Ceramic
The capacity of a tensiometer is limited by the air entry pressure of its porous stone and
the capacity of the pressure measurement instrument inside. Since there is a wide range
of pressure transducers commercially available, the porous stone becomes the only
limiting component.
The porous stones of TI, T2, T3 and T4 were supplied by Soil Moisture Equipment
Corporation (160nm average pore diameter, 15 bar capacity), whereas the later versions
T3 1, T5, T6, T61 employed ceramics manufactured by Prof. Kazumichi Yanagisawa of
Kochi University, Japan (1994).
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The Kochi Ceramics are manufactured by hydrothermal sintering of silica gels, resulting
in fused ceramics of very fine pore distributions (30-80nm average pore diameter, 3-22
bar capacity). The advantages of the latter over the former can be summarized as
providing the possibility of higher capacity, better inter-pore connectivity (easier
saturation, without back-pressure) and compatibility with the pressure transducers for
saturation (For detailed information, refer to Sjoblom, 2000).
Unfortunately, along the course of this research, three drawbacks of Kochi ceramics
became dominant. Since the research in Kochi University is quite new, their ceramics
proved to be unreliable, probably because the air entry pressure of a material is
determined by the largest continuous pore size, rather than the average. The second
drawback of Kochi ceramics is a durability problem, which is micro-cracking due to
sudden changes of water tension upon air entry. The stones may start to disintegrate after
any number of tests. Thirdly, the Kochi ceramics are available in very scarce quantities,
for they were prototype products of research, which was not even continuing at the time
of completion of this thesis. Lastly, a large variety of preparation conditions were tried,
because tensiometer usage is a new application of these stones. In other words, there was
no knowledge of how to prepare Kochi ceramics for tensiometer usage. This variety
yields to nearly random air entry pressures, and is presented in Table 3.2.
Production at Kochi University Tensiometer use at MIT
Water (%) T ('C) Preload (MPa) Time (min) Sinter (MPa) Time (min) Year Used in AEP (bar)
4.45 300 20 60 1998 -
6.2 300 20 60 1998 T31 <5
10.2 300 1 20 60 1998 T6,T31 < 5
10.2 300 60 1 20 60 1999 -
10.2 300 60 10 2 60 1999 T5,T6,T61 3 - 15
6.2 300 60 10 20 60 1999 T31 -22
8.3 250 132 30 2000 T61 cracked @ 6
8.3 300 110 10 88 50 2000 T61 <5
8.3 300 110 1 80 20 2000 T61 13.2
8.3 300 1 1 80 20 2000 -
Table 3.2. Preparation and usage of the Kochi silica compact.
3.1.2. Epoxy
The epoxy resin that is going to be used
in the building procedure, which is
mentioned in section 3.1.8, requires
machineability for grinding excess epoxy
and ability to cut through when the
component it attaches is to be replaced.
For this purpose, 2651MM (MM stands
for "mostly machineable") Stycast with
catalyst 9 was used. 2651MM becomes
active and starts hardening after 45
minutes when 7% of Catalyst 9 by mass
is added. Both liquids are obtained from
Emerson and Cuming, Billerica, MA.
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Table 3.3. Physical properties of mixture of
Stycast 2651MM + 7% catalyst 9
(from Emerson & Cuming)
Viscosity at 25 0C 14000 cP (low)
Specific Gravity 1.58
Temp. range of use -40 to 130 *C
Hardness Shore D 88
Therm. Conduct. 0.6 W/m-K
Dielectric Const. at 1 mHz 4.4
Dielectric Strength 450 V/mil
Abrasion Low
Machineability Good
Shelf Life 4-6 months
In the absence of catalyst 9, catalyst 11 had been tried, but its lower viscosity allowed it
to percolate into the pores of the ceramic from the sides before hardening. Therefore
usage of catlyst 9 was resumed.
3.1.3. MIT Tensiometer Version 3.1 (1999)
Kochi Ceramic
Rosette
Strain Gage
Steel Body
Acq
Figure 3.1. MIT Tensiometer 3.1
This version employs a pressure diaphragm that is a
part of the tensiometer body. Inside, there is a
chamber where a strain gage is connected to the
diaphragm. T3 1's data acquisition connection lies in a
steel tube through which the internal chamber can be
filled and pressurized with oil. This feature is for
back-pressure saturation of the porous stone of T3,
which used the same body. T31 has the Kochi stone,
which does not require back-pressure in saturation.
(Sjoblom, 2000)
3.1.3.1. Strain Gage
The strain gage of T31 is a full bridge
rosette style (Figure 3.2, Table 3.4). It
made of Constantan Foil with
Polymide carrier material, and
obtained from BLH Electronics, Inc.
is
a
is
Table 3.4. Strain gage characteristics
(Sjoblom, 2000)
Grid Diameter........ 0.22in=5.59mm7
Matrix Diameter......0.282in=7.16mm
Resistance.............350±3ohms
Part Number.......... FAES4-22-35-S6-4
Gage Factor...........2.1
3.1.4. MIT Tensiometer Version 5.0 (
With the necessity of back-pressure
saturation eliminated, the strain
gage was no longer obligatory.
Therefore, it was replaced with a
commercial pressure transducer,
which has better electronic
performance (output resolution &
stability). The transducer was
epoxied into the tensiometer body.
A thin gap was left between the F
transducer face and the steel body to
allow the deflection of the diaphragm. See
Figure 3.2. BLH full bridge rosette strain
gage configuration (Sjoblom, 2000).
2000)
Kochi Ceramic
Steel Body
Pressure
Transducer
Data
cquisition
igure 3.3. MIT Tensiometer 5.0
Appendix 3.1. for its engineering drawing.
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3.1.4.1. Pressure Transducer
T5, T6 and T61 employed a Data Instruments AB/HP 200psi pressure transducer. This is
a standard transducer type widely used in a lot of applications at MIT Geotechnical
Laboratories, so it is incorporated in the
Table 3.5. Electrical characteristics of
Data Instruments pressure transducer
(Sjoblom, 2000)
Linear Range
Overload
Excitation
Span (5Vdc at 25C)
Zero Balance (25 0C)
Accuracy
Operating Temp
0-14 bar
2x w/o damage
5x w/o bursting
5 V dc
100±lmV
0±5 mV
±0.25% of span
0-70 *C
MIT tensiometers whenever applicable.
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Figure 3.4. Data Instruments pressure transducer
3.1.5. MIT Tensiometer Version 3.2 (2000)
As a plastic soil dries on the tensiometer, its top surface shrinks more than the bottom and
the soil curls up and separates from the steel part of the tensiometer face. In order to
prevent this, the adhesion between steel and soil should be as strong as the cohesion in
the soil. To achieve this, the porous ceramic was surrounded (on the steel surface) by
epoxy covered with dry pulverized clay, passed through #200 sieve (Figure 3.5).
Vicksburg Buckshot Clay (detailed in section 5.1.5.), which is a high-plasticity clay, was
used.
Clay Coating
=:-Epoxy
Steel Body
Figure 3.5. Detailed view of surface of T32, which was modified from T3 1.
Although T32 achieved the desired bonding between the tensiometer face and the
specimen, it still failed to prevent the specimen from cracking. Cracks that forged
through the middle of the specimen reached the ceramic stone and drained it before the
air entry of the clay was reached.
3.1.6. MIT Tensiometer Version 6.0 (2000)
No matter how well it works, a single piece transducer with the weight of one pound may
create utility problems, especially if it has separate damageable parts (Kochi ceramic,
pressure transducer) epoxied to a steel body. To be able to replace the pressure transducer
instead of replacing the whole tensiometer, MIT Tensiometer Version 6.0 was developed
(Figure 3.6.). See Appendix 3.2. for its engineering drawing.
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Data
Acquisition
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Copper Gasket
- Steel Body
Threads
Nut with
tightening holes
Figure 3.6. MIT Tensiometer 6.0
In order to have replaceable
parts, T6 required sealing
that could function at
negative pressures (failure
of the o-rings in T2 showed
that the rubber seal does not
function well under negative
pressure). A copper gasket,
which is yielded in
compression between the
transducer and the steel
body during assembly, was
designed to provide a
satisfactory seal (Figure
3.7). During its first tests, T6
was observed to have some
geometry problems, both
within itself and with the
saturation setup.
Unlike rubber seals, a copper
vacuum gasket seals by yielding
under compression. Concentrating
the stress on the sharp edges of the
seal, which are pressed on the
surfaces to be sealed, usually
guarantees yielding. Copper Alloy
110 (Table 3.6.), which was the
copper alloy available at MIT Civil
and Environmental Engineering
Department atelier at that time,
was used for this manufacture.
Table 3.6. Properties of Copper Alloy 110 and Steel
(from www.efunda.com) Cu11O S.S.304
Density (g/cc) 8.8-8.94 8
Poisson's Ratio 0.34 0.27-0.3
Young's Modulus (GPa) 117 193
Yield Strength (MPa) 69-365 205
Ultimate Strength (MPa) 221-455 515
Thermal Conductivity (W/m"K) 390 16.2
Thermal Expansion (10~6/C) 16.9 17.2
3.1.7. MIT Tensiometer Version 6.1 (2000)
The copper gasket of T6 had two problems: First, it was tightly fitting, even before its
compression. Upon compression, due to Poisson's effect, it expanded both inwards and
outwards. Additionally, the asymmetrical cross-section of the gasket, together with the
eccentric loading due to this asymmetry, caused bending of the section (Figure 3.7.). This
caused further deflections both inwards and outwards. These two effects left the pressure
transducer locked in place, which eliminated the main design purpose of T6. To prevent
these problems, the cross-section was changed to be thinner and symmetrical (Figure
3.7.).
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3.1.6.1. Copper Vacuum Seal
Cross-sections
shown
Figure 3.7. Copper
gasket cross-sections of
T6 (left) and T6.1 (right).
To overcome this problem,
the geometries of both the
bottom part of the
saturation vise and the nut
of the tensiometer were
changed. With a
hexagonal shape, which is
compatible with all
ordinary wrenches and
keys, instead of tightening
holes, the modified nut has
a better serviceability as
well. The resulting device
after modifications to the
copper gasket and the nut,
T6.1 (Figure 3.8.), is
satisfactory. Figure 3.8. MIT Tensiometer 6.1
3.2. Saturation Setup
In order to eliminate the risk of cavitation in the tensiometer, its pores and gaps must be
filled with pure water without air bubbles. This is achieved by first evacuating the air
molecules by vacuum and then filling with deaired pure water at high pressure. The
laboratory setup for saturation is illustrated Figure 3.9. The process will be detailed
further in Chapter 4.
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The second problem arose on
saturation: The tensiometers before
T5 were saturated in a triaxial-size
saturation chamber, whereas T5
and later versions were designed
for a much smaller saturation vise
(Section 3.2.1.1), which was built
specifically for this purpose. As
seen in the figure 3.11, the setup
braces the tensiometer from top
and bottom, but pressing only on
the steel body (the nut in the case
of T6). This configuration caused
the locking nut to loosen and have
breach of the seal.
mic Epoxy
Modified
Copper Gasket
er 
--- Steel Body
----Threads
Modified Nut
(hexagonal)
Data Acquisition
Figure 3.9.
Saturation setup
air / vacuum
- water
- data / signal
pres. transducer
Arrows show flow
directions.
Deaeration Pressure-
Tank Volume
Device Allw
Voltage ( onirol
Centrifugal Spl
Vacuum
Pump Pressure
Chamber Oil
(tensiometer Vacuum
e inside) Pump
Tank IJ L----------
3.2.1. Pressure Chambers
Both chambers used for tensiometer saturation at MIT are made of brass and use o-rings
pressed with six bolts for sealing.
3.2.1.1. MIT Tensiometer Saturation Vise
The saturation rack is purposefully built for the dimensions
of T5, which are the same as T6 and T61. It is composed of
two annuli that hold the tensiometer in between with six
bolts. The top annulus (Appendix 3.3.a) has the
water/vacuum pipe and o-ring seal. The bottom annulus
(Appendix 3.3.b) presses the
tensiometer face against the
o-ring seal of the top
annulus. Inner diameter of
the bottom annulus has been
enlarged in the later stages of
the research to accomodate
the nut of T61.
Figure 3.10.
The saturation vise
Figure 3.11. Tensiometer in the saturation vise
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3.2.1.2. Triaxial Saturation Chamber
The standard triaxial pressure chamber is large enough
(-700cc) to enclose both the tensiometer and its
specimen. This gives the opportunity to pressure -
saturate the specimens, opening the possibility of
preparing the specimen as desired.
Unlike the saturation vise, the saturation chamber has
multiple in/outlets. Vacuum is applied through top
outlet, whereas the distilled deaired water supply and
pressure control is connected to the base. Engineering
drawings of the saturation chamber can be found in
Appendix 3.4.a and 3.4.b.
Before this research, only the tensiometers before
version 3.1 (T31 included) could be saturated in this
chamber because of geometrical reasons. Since their
data acquisition connections are in the form of a thin
tube, they could easily fit through the hole at the center
of the base of the chamber. Version 5 and later devices
have non-removable data acquisition cables, which end
in a 5-pin female plug (standard laboratory equipment).
The plug could not fit through the hole; therefore, the
hole at the center of the saturation base was enlarged
(see Figure 3.13 and Appendix 3.4.a).
3.2.1.2.1. Sealing Ring
Unlike T31, T5 and T61's bases (Figure 3.13)
were not built to fit the saturation base; so their
bottom surfaces could not seal against the inside
of the chamber, around the hole through which
the data acquisition cable passes during
saturation. In order to achieve sealing, a steel
ring that fits the different radii of tensiometer
and saturation base was machined (Figure 3.13).
The sealing ring has groves on both sides for o-
rings, and its inner diameter is large enough to
fit over the modified nut of T6 1.
Figure 3.13.Bottom views of the three functional
MIT tensiometers, the sealing ring
and the base of the saturation chamber.
Figure 3.12. Triaxial
saturation chamber
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3.2.1.2.2. Compression Springs
Since the saturation process involves vacuum saturation, the tensiometers need to be
sealed against the saturation base with a force greater than atmospheric pressure.
Tensiometer's area is approximately 10 cm 2 (triaxial size), which results in an
unbalanced force of 10kgf. A force greater than this is applied to the top of the
tensiometer by springs that press against the ceiling of the saturation chamber. Two
spring configurations were used.
This first use of springs was at the time that specimen preparation by compaction (Section
4.3.3.) was being studied. Therefore the first spring used in this setup pressed on the
specimen via a coarse porous stone and a filter paper so that the compacted specimen
may not swell during saturation (Figure 3.14.a). Unfortunately, this method proved to be
unreliable with weaker materials. The porous stone must have a diameter significantly
smaller than the inner diameter of the retaining ring because otherwise taking the stone
out would be very difficult. When the stone is smaller, weak materials (such as glass
beads) fail under the 10kg load and squeeze out through the sides in significant amounts.
Additionally, this configuration may result in formation of a densified c
a b
Figure 3.14.a. Saturation setup with spring pressing on the specimen via the porous stone
Figure 3.14.b. Saturation setup with spring pressing on the retaining ring via the cap.
Therefore, the secondary purpose of the spring (keeping stress on the specimen during
saturation) was abandoned and the springs were pressed on the retaining ring only to
balance the vacuum. For this purpose a plexiglass cap (plexiglass triaxial top cap with
four inclined holes joining the bottom surface to the lateral surface) was built. It achieves
force transfer between the spring and the retaining ring. A steel swagelok was used as
spacer. Rusting was also observed in the first configuration, so stainless steel springs
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(Table 3.7) were purchased Table 3.7. Properties of the stainless steel springs
(from Associated Spring, Manufac. Catalog# k(kgf/cm) Deflection(cm) Force(kgf)
Barnes Group Inc.) for the C1225-125-1500-S 11.9951 1.49 17.87final configuration (Figure C850-85-1000-S 8.46019 0.955 8.08
3.13.b). As can be seen from
the table, although any two of C600-72-1000-S 8.20645 0.955 7.84
the springs can easily apply a force over 10kg, all three are used in parallel, resulting in a
force of 33 kg, to be on the safe side.
3.2.3. Vacuum Pumps
As shown in Figure 3.9, two vacuum pumps were used in the saturation setup. The one
connected to the deaerator is a centrifugal pump driving a water-vacuum aspirator. It
circulates water in a plexiglass holding tank, which is cooled by tap water. The pump that
is used for vacuuming all other equipments is an oil vacuum pump, which creates
vacuum with an eccentric cam. The centrifugal pump can draw the pressure down to the
vapor pressure of water, whereas the oil pump is capable of reducing the pressure down
to the vapor pressure of oil, which is about 1000 times smaller than that of water.
3.2.3. Deaerator
Servo-motor
The Nold Deaerator is a plexiglass cylindrical tank
of about 4 liters volume. It has a water pipe and an
air pipe, connected to the bottom and top of the tank,
respectively. It also contains a rotating disc on the Ball-screw
bottom inside, for cavitating the water to free the air.
3.2.4. Pressure-Volume Device
The pressure volume device (Figure 3.15) is Piston
standard equipment that had been designed
(Andersen, 1991) and has been widely used in MIT
Geotechnical Laboratories. It consists of a steel
piston, an actuator that moves the piston, and a
servo-drive motor that drives the actuator. A 1000- Piston
psi pressure transducer (a.k.a. witness transducer) is Chamber
connected to its outlet to monitor the pressure.
3.2.5. Voltage Supply
In this setup, two input voltages are needed. For this
purpose, a Hewlett-Packard 6234A dual output Tne
power supply with two differently adjustable voltage Transducer
outlets was used. Alternatively, two separate power
supply adapters could have been employed. One of Figure 3.15. Pressure-volume
the voltages is connected to all pressure transducers device
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(including the ones in tensiometers) at their input
voltage (5.5V). The other outlet connects to a
voltage divider (Figure 3.16) for voltage reduction
of 100 (4V in the gage of the power supply equals
40mV voltage output). This is used to set the
reference voltage for the feedback control (Section
3.2.6). All negative poles are grounded.
V R2Ref 
- i *~ R1 +R2
............... Eq.3.1
Figure 3.16. The circuit
bridge of the power supply:
R, R2
- -vAA/\-,
3.2.6. Analog-Analog Feedback Control
RefereAce _oltag Figure 3.17. Analog-analog
Reference Voltage feedback circuit.
OX sain (Sjoblom, 2000)
4- 13
9 AD524
45 12 g
6 11
--- 7 10a
- ~Output Voltage'
Transducer Voltage -
-Sw
-21 16
- 15L
3 14
-4 is3
-5 12-
is 9
I
During the Saturation process, a constant
pressure is maintained on the tensiometer.
This is accomplished by an analog-analog
feedback control that compares the preset
reference voltage to the witness transducer
reading, and adjusts the servomotor
proportionally.
The basic circuit design is shown in Figure
3.17. The circuit is made of three instrument
amplifiers, which are model AD524
manufactured by Analog Devices and are
common in the laboratory. Basic block
diagram of the feedback system is presented
in Figure 3.18. A gain of x10 wired into the
output of the circuit initiates a very fast
response time in the motor.
Transducer Reference
output Voltage
Circuit
Max100 Fig .3. 1
- Controller
*15 VDC
Manual
Tach
IVAC In
Figure 3.18. L
Block diagram of the feedback
system (Sjoblom, 2000).
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3.2.7. Piping and Connections
Copper piping is used in the saturation setup for the lines that carry pressurized water.
Non-pressurized lines are plastic. Connections are either brass or stainless steel
swageloks, whereas the valves are all brass. Tubing and connections are of various
diameters.
3.3. Mass Measurement
As previously mentioned in Section 2.5.2, the MIT technique of SMCC determination
relies on taking continuous mass measurements of the setup with a mass balance.
3.3.1. Mass Balance
The balance is a Basic Balance BB2400, manufactured by Mettler-Toledo company. Its
capacity is 2400 grams at a resolution of 0.01 grams. It has a RS232 port, through which
it sends the continuous stream of data (in the constant send mode) through a cable (model
no ME-33783 from Mettler-Toledo) to a PC's serial port.
3.3.2. Thin Wire Connection
As a result of the experimental setup (Figure 2.10.),
the cable connecting the tensiometer to the data
acquisition system induces instability in the mass
readings due to its relaxation with time. This
problem used to be overcome by letting the cable
relax for a day before starting the experiment. But
with a stiff cable, the mass measurements were
vulnerable to disturbance to any part of the whole
cable. Additionally, the mass readings vary from
test to test with different positions of the cable.
The cable of T6.1 was cut into two and reconnected
with thinner, 9 times lighter and 40 times less stiff
wire. The tensiometer-side of the connection is then
fixed on the mass balance plate and the other end of
the connection is fixed to a support on the lab
bench. Both thin and thick cables are visible in
Figure 3.19, which shows both fixed ends , and the
thin wires in between. The equilibration time
decreased to 2-3 hours with the more flexible wires.
But more importantly, with both ends of the
Figure 3.19. Thin wire connection connection fixed, small disturbances on the part of
in the test setup. the cable outside the setup has very little effect on
the readings, compared to before.
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3.3.3. Load Cell
For serviceability purposes, such as price
and ease of data acquisition an attempt was
made to replace the mass balance with a
load cell. However, the load cells available
in the lab have very high capacity, and
therefore low resolution for the SMC setup.
Better resolution than that of the lowest
capacity load cell available in the lab (Data
Instruments JP-500, see Table 3.8.) was
needed. In order to improve the resolution,
a gain of x100 was applied on the data
acquisition card. Although this improved the resolution (Figure 3.18.), it still did not
have a better resolution than the balance. Therefore, the research was continued with the
mass balance.
Tim (sec)
0 10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 60000 70000
-37.4
-37.45 ------- - - - -- -- ------- ------ -
100g
-37.5 --- ---- --------- ---------- --------
-37.55 --------  - - -
Normal
-37.65 -- -- - - - - -- - - --- -- - -- -7-- - -- - - - - -
X 1/100
-37.7
Figure 3.20. Load cell electrical noise reduction by amplification of data.
3.4. Environmental Control
The conditions of the test environment are proved to affect the experiments significantly.
3.4.1. Temperature
Rigid systems are notoriously temperature sensitive. In the tensiometers, changes in
temperature affect the suction readings due to thermal deflection of the pressure
diaphragm or transducer.
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Table 3.8. Electrical characteristics of
the load cell JP-500
(from Data Instruments)
Linear Range 0-227 kg
Overload 1.5x w/o damage
3x w/o bursting
Excitation 5 Vdc or Vac
Span (5Vdc at 25C) 150±lmV
Precision ±0.05% of span
Precision (amplified) 40.005% of span
Figure 3.21. Test setup between
styrofoam walls, with desiccant
and temperature probe nearby.
Another possible effect (in case of
T5) is the internal stresses developed
due to the differential thermal
expansion of the pressure transducer
and the epoxy that binds it. The
temperature effects on the last two
versions of tensiometers are
presented in Figure 3.22. The
temperature is monitored by a
thermal sensor (i.e. thermistor)
placed within a few centimeters of
the tensiometers (Figure 3.21).
In order to have a constant
temperature environment, the whole
setup of drying experiments is
enclosed in a temperature control
cabinet (Figure 3.23). The cabinet
has walls that are made of two layers
of wood with styrofoam in between.
The temperature is monitored by a
mercury thermometer, which is
wired to a control box. The control
box turns on the heater (a lightbulb)
whenever the temperature is less
than a desired value. A fan is used to
constantly circulate the air.
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Figure 3.22. Effect of temperature on
tensiometer readings. Graphs for T5 and T61
are plotted to the same scale (0.0001
normalized voltage ~ 0.07 bar). Opposite
directions of the two tensiometer readings is
because one of them is inversely wired. This
does not affect the magnitudes.
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Figure 3.23. Lab environment surrounding the setup.
3.4.2. Humidity
The humidity of the air certainly affects the experiment duration (things dry slower in
humid air). In order to accelerate drying, desiccant bags (Figure 3.21) had been used in
some of the tests.
In order to place the desiccants into the temperature control cabinet, the door of the
cabinet must be opened, and this causes temperature changes. Since the desiccants can
absorb moisture for only a few hours, and the temperature equilibration time is longer
than that, placing them before the equilibration rather than after does not achieve
anything, either. Therefore, this practice was abandoned in the later stages of the
research.
3.4.3. Air Currents
For the temperature control, a lightbulb is used, as noted in Section 3.4.1, with a fan that
dissipates the heat more homogenously in the temperature insulation cabinet. With the
O.Olg sensitivity and large surface area of the balance, the mass readings are easily
affected by air currents that are created by the fan. In order to protect the balance from
becoming biased in this way, the test setup is surrounded by styrofoam walls (Figures
2.10, 3.21 and 3.23). The styrofoam box has two holes, both visible in the figure. The
temperature probe goes in through the smaller hole on the left wall (Figure 3.21), and the
data acquisition cable of the tensiometer goes out through the square cut at the back
corner (Figure 3.19).
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3.5. Calibration of Devices
Like most electronic sensors, those that were used in this research records measurements
proportional to the input voltage. Therefore, for each device, the quantities measured are
related to the normalized voltage output (ratio of output voltage to input voltage) by
certain calibration factors (see Eq.3.2). The calibration factors are determined by
regression analysis against laboratory references, in which the MIT Geotech standard is r2
> 0.9999.
xVou Vou at zero measurement
Measurement = CF x ~ at...........Eq.3.2Vgn V;,, at zero measurement
3.5.1. Strain Gage
The strain gage and pressure diaphragm configuration of version 3.x is calibrated by
applying oil pressure to the inside of the diaphragm. The version's back-pressure
capability allowed direct calibration of the tensiometer. The pressure difference between
the two sides of the pressure diaphragm is calibrated via linear regression as 52713
(calibration factor) times the normalized voltage output.
3.5.2. Pressure Transducers
All pressure transducers are calibrated before placement to their experimental location,
by connecting them to an oil piston that can be loaded with weights. The pressure (or
suction) values for the transducers of T5 and T61, and the witness transducer of the
saturation setup are 698.39, 702.55 and 3427.5 (calibration factors) times the normalized
voltage output, in ksc per Vout/Vin, respectively. The calibration factor for the witness
transducer is higher than the others because it is a 1000-psi transducer whereas the
tensiometer transducers have 200-psi capacity.
3.5.3. Temperature Probe
The temperature probe calibration is non-linear, but still uniquely related to the
normalized voltage output. The non-linear equation is as follows:
(292.3 1x Vin )V
T (0 C) =0.257- e +1202.159 0" V. +19.039.......................Eq.3.3
in
(Da Re, 2000)
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3.6. Miscellaneous Equipment
3.6.1. Scoop
For mixing and placing the samples, a stainless steel scoop with U-shaped constant cross
section was preferred over flat spatulas or spoons. The flat spatulas are unable to hold
water and dry granular material. Spoons can hold both of these, but when submerged
particles settle down in the spoon, in the moment of placing, they lag behind compared to
still floating particles, fractionating the sample.
3.6.2. Retaining Ring
The retaining ring is machined of plexiglass.
Its bottom side is designed to fit the triaxial
size (1.4", i.e. 35.6mm diameter) of the
tensiometers, with a channel to contain the
o-ring seal. The top was designed to fit
additional o-ring'less retaining rings for
testing with different specimen heights.
The maximum specimen size with a single
retaining ring is 1.2" (30.5mm) diameter and
1" (25.4mm) height.
I
0-ring
Tensiometer
Figure 3.24. Fitting the retaining ring
on the tensiometer
3.6.3. Standard Pocket Penetrometer
A standard pocket penetrometer with its standard enlarged shoe is used for compacting
specimens in the retaining ring, on the tensiometer. The PPT that was used in this
research is model CL-700 manufactured by Soiltest Inc. and has a capacity of 4.5 kg/cm 2.
3.6.4. Tensiometer Stand
The stand is a plexiglass pipe of about 20cm height and its inner diameter is slightly
smaller than the outer diameter of the tensiometers (1.5 in). This diameter allows the
tensiometer to sit on the stand eccentrically, leaving a gap for the data acquisition cable.
3.6.5. Magnetic Stirrer
This machine has an electromagnet, which rotates at an adjustable speed around a vertical
axis, under its top plate. If a vessel with a magnet is placed on the plate, the free magnet
will be in the magnetic field of the more powerful electromagnet. While the stirrer is in
operation, the magnet will be spinning inside the container, thus, stirring the contents.
The magnetic stirrer that had been used in this research is manufactured by VWR
Scientific, as Model 200 Mini-Stirrer.
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Retaining Ring
3.6.6. Semi-Transparent Retaining Chamber
The semi-transparent retaining chambers which exactly fit the
tensiometer and which had been used in numerous relative
humidity experiments (Section 5.2.1) had actually been halves
of plastic bottles of appropriate sizes from among the supplies
of the lab. The final version is made of a top half and facilitates
a threaded cap, graduations and an injection hole on one side
covered with electricity tape, all of which would be useful if
the setup worked.
3.6.7. Capillary Setup
The simple setup, with which the capillary rise tests were
performed, consists of a vertical pipe filled with the sample
material and a glass of water that acts as a reservoir (see Figure
3.25). The pipe is of transparent plastic, 120cm high and 1.4
cm in diameter, is suspended such that its bottom end is
submerged into the glass of water without touching the bottom
surface. The bottom end of the pipe is closed with cotton to
permit water flow while preventing the sample material from
flowing into the reservoir.
3.7. Data Acquisition
The data from electronic devices can be taken by data
acquisition computers. In this research, two data acquisition
systems have been used.
3.7.1. Central Data Acquisition System
All measurements except the mass readings (strain gage and
pressure transducer readings from the tensiometers,
temperature probe and load cell data) were recorded through
the MIT Geotechnical Laboratories Central Data Acquisition
System.
The central system is based on a 486 microprocessor PC driven
by Windows NT software (EASYDAT developed at MIT by
Dr. John T. Germaine and R. S. Ladd) interfaced with an Figure 3.25.
expanded channel Hewlett Packard HP3497A data acquisition Capillary setup.
unit, which uses a very low noise-integrating analog-to-digital
converter. This system has a 5% digit-integrating analog-to-digital converter with auto-
ranging amplification to four voltage scales (100mV; 1, 10, 100 V). This translates into
an effective resolution, for example, of 0.001mV on the lOOmV range. Currently, the
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system is configured to monitor 140 channels simultaneously while providing analog-to-
digital conversion and data storage at rates up to 1Hz. This high quality - low noise
system also makes it possible to directly measure the output without any signal
amplification (Da Re, 2000).
The sensitivity of this system allowed resolutions of 1/8000 bars in suction and 1/700 0C
in temperature measurements. These values should be enlarged by an order of magnitude
to take electrical noise effects into account.
3.7.2. Local Data Acquisition System
The local data acquisition system is a Pentium-100 PC equipped with a high quality MIT-
designed analog-to-digital conversion card. The card is built around Analog Devices Inc.
model AD 1170 high resolution, programmable integrating converter. The AD 1170 offers
independently programmable integration time (1-350 msec) and allows the user to
specify the resolution (7-22 bits). Usable resolution is typically limited to 18 bits due to
measurement and calibration noise error.
3.7.2.1. Scale.bas
This program was written by Dr. Kurt Sjoblom in QBASIC. It records mass
measurements, which are conducted to the computer via the serial port, once per minute
throughout a maximum duration of a day. Since it takes data only through the serial port,
it does not require the AD 1170 card. Its main disadvantage is the one-day duration, which
implies that the operator has to reset the program every day. The complete code is
presented as Appendix 3.5 with the lines that gather the mass data enlarged.
3.7.2.2. Dagi] 70d.bas
Different versions of Daqi 170*.bas are widely used in local data acquisition computers
that are operating under MS-DOS throughout the MIT Geotechnical Laboratories. This
QBASIC program was written by Dr. John T. Germaine, and is able to tap all capabilities
of the AD 1170 data acquisition card. Additionally, the program can plot any set of data it
has been acquiring versus any other set of data, time or log(time) axis during data
acquisition, which gives opportunity to monitor the data during the test. The version that
was used in this research (daq1170d.bas) has similar lines to scale.bas added for mass
measurements. The complete code is presented as Appendix 3.6 with the lines that gather
the mass data enlarged.
Daqi 170d.bas is known to create problems with different versions of Qbasic.exe. The
version under which it certainly works is V4.50 dated 1990.
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3.X. Appendices
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Appendix 3.5 Code of Data Acquisition Program "Scale.bas"
DECLARE SUB SetUpDataFile ()
DECLARE SUB Plotter ()
DECLARE SUB WriteToFile ()
DECLARE SUB ConvertData ()
DECLARE SUB GetVoltage ()
DECLARE SUB PrintEngData ()
DECLARE SUB Pause ()
DECLARE SUB Zeroes ()
DECLARE SUB SetUpScreen ()
DECLARE SUB SetUpDAQ ()
DECLARE SUB IntroScreen ()
DECLARE SUB PrintMask (Row!, Column!, Number!, Places!)
DECLARE SUB CenterText (Column!, Text$)
DECLARE SUB PrintLabels (Row!, Column!, Text$)
DECLARE FUNCTION Voltage! (Channel!, Gain!, BaseAddress!, Boolean!)
DECLARE FUNCTION ConvertDate! (CurrentDate$, CurrentTime$)
DECLARE FUNCTION GetMass! ()
DIM SHARED ADll70
DIM SHARED AD11702
DIM SHARED MultiPlex
DIM SHARED MultiPlex2
DIM SHARED IntTime
DIM SHARED IntBit
DIM SHARED DAQFileName$
DIM SHARED PorePressChannel
DIM SHARED VoltageInChannel
DIM SHARED ReferenceChannel
DIM SHARED PorePressCalibration
DIM SHARED PorePressZero
DIM SHARED OldY
DIM SHARED OldX
DIM SHARED VinChannel
DIM SHARED GrndChannel
DIM SHARED PorePress
DIM SHARED PorePressVoltage
DIM SHARED Voltageln
DIM SHARED counter
DIM SHARED ExecutionNumber
DIM SHARED InitialTime
DIM SHARED DAQTime
DIM SHARED DeltaTime
DIM SHARED StartTime$
DIM SHARED StartDate$
DIM SHARED Mass
DIM SHARED TimeInterval
DIM SHARED TempTime
DIM SHARED StartTime
CLS
IntroScreen
'SetUpDAQ
Zeroes
SetUpDataFile
Pause
SetUpScreen
'InitialTime = ConvertDate(DATE$, TIME$)
'TempTime = InitialTime
RANDOMIZE TIMER
StartTime = TIMER
TempTime = TIMER - StartTime
DO
GetVoltage
Mass = GetMass
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ConvertData
PrintEngData
WriteToFile
'Plotter
LOOP WHILE INKEY$ <> CHR$(27)
SUB CenterText (Column, Text$)
length = LEN(LTRIM$(RTRIM$(Text$)))
start = (80 - length) / 2
PrintLabels Column, start, Text$
END SUB
SUB ConvertData
PorePress = 1'(PorePressVoltage / Voltageln - PorePressZero) PorePressCalibration
'DeltaTime = DAQTime - InitialTime
END SUB
FUNCTION ConvertDate (CurrentDate$, CurrentTime$)
Hour = VAL(CurrentTime$)
Minutes = VAL(MID$(CurrentTime$, 4, 2))
Seconds = VAL(RIGHT$(CurrentTime$, 2))
TimeinDays = (Hour + Minutes / 60 + Seconds / 3600) / 24
Month = VAL(CurrentDate$)
Day = VAL(MID$(CurrentDate$, 4, 2))
SELECT CASE Month
CASE IS = 1
DaystoDate = 0
CASE IS = 2
DaystoDate = 31
CASE IS = 3
DaystoDate = 59
CASE IS = 4
DaystoDate = 90
CASE IS = 5
DaystoDate = 120
CASE IS = 6
DaystoDate = 151
CASE IS = 7
DaystoDate = 181
CASE IS = 8
DaystoDate = 212
CASE IS = 9
DaystoDate = 243
CASE IS = 10
DaystoDate = 273
CASE IS = 11
DaystoDate = 304
CASE IS = 12
DaystoDate = 334
END SELECT
TotalDays = DaystoDate + (Day - 1)
ConvertDate = TotalDays + TimeinDays
END FUNCTION
FUNCTION GetMass
OPEN "COM 1:2400,E,7,1,ASC,CS,CD,DS,RS,LF" FOR RANDOM AS #1
DO
IF NOT EOF(1) THEN
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'LOC(1) gives the number of characters waiting
Scalelnput$ = INPUT$(LOC(l), #1)
ScaleWord$ =ScaleWord$ + Scalelnput$
END IF
LOOP WHILE Scalelnput$ <> CHR$(10) 'Checks for the terminal LineFeed
ScaleNumber = VAL(LTRIM$(MID$(ScaleWord$, 6, 7))) Extracts the Numeric Data
CLOSE #1
GetMass = ScaleNumber
END FUNCTION
SUB GetVoltage
PorePressVoltage = i'Voltage(PorePressChannel, 1, AD1i70, 0)
VoltageIn = 5.3 'Voltage(VoltagelnChannel, 1, AD11702, 1)
PrintLabels 24, 1, STRING$(80, " ")
PrintMask 24, 9, PorePressVoltage, 5
PrintMask 24, 66, VoltageIn, 3
DAQTime = TIMER - StartTime'ConvertDate(DATE$, TIME$)
END SUB
SUB IntroScreen
END SUB
CLS
CenterText 10,
CenterText 11,
CenterText 12,
"Soil-Moisture Program"
"Version 1.0 - 7/3/97"
"Written by Kurt Sjoblom"
SUB Pause
CenterText 24, "Press any
DO
LOOP UNTIL INKEY$ <>
key to continue..."
END SUB
SUB Plotter
'Graph #1 Suction-time
NewY = -(110 * PorePress / (16))
NewX = DAQTime / 3600 / 4 * 225
LINE (OldX, OldY)-(NewX, NewY)
OldX = NewX
OldY = NewY
END SUB
SUB PrintEngData
PrintMask 5, 27, PorePress, 3
PrintMask 5, 55, Mass, 2
PrintMask 9, 65, DAQTime / 3600, 2
PrintLabels 10, 68, TIME$
' loops
counter = counter + 1
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IF counter = 10 THEN
PrintLabels 11, 9, STRING$(8, "
PrintLabels 11, 28, STRING$(8,
PrintMask 10 + counter, 9, PorePress, 2
PrintMask 10 + counter, 28, Mass, 2
counter = 0
ELSE
PrintMask 10 + counter, 9, PorePress, 2
PrintMask 10 + counter, 28, Mass, 2
PrintLabels 11 + counter, 9, STRING$(8, "
PrintLabels 11 + counter, 28, STRING$(8,
END IF
END SUB
SUB PrintLabels (Row, Column, Text$)
LOCATE Row, Column
PRINT Text$;
END SUB
SUB PrintMask (Row, Column, Number, Places)
Mask$ =
FOR i = 1 TO Places
Mask$ = Mask$ + LTRIM$("#")
NEXT i
LOCATE Row, Column
PRINT USING Mask$; Number;
END SUB
SUB SetUpDAQ
'rountine to setup data aquisition card
'routine to be run once
768 = decimal I/O address of AD1170 A/D converter
776(old), 772(new) = decimal I/O address of multiplexer channel selector
15 = multiplexer connection to ground
'StrawberryTree = 6928
'Switch = StrawberryTree + 4
MultiPlex = 776
AD1170 = 768
IntTime = 22 '300 msec integration time of A/D converter
IntBit = 15 'bit precision
OUT AD1170, 70: WAIT AD1170, 1, 1 'set default calibration time
OUT AD1170 + 1, IntBit 'load data format into 2nd byte
OUT AD1170, 48: WAIT AD1170, 1, 1 'lock in the loaded data format
OUT AD1170, 176: WAIT AD1170, 1, 1 'begin background calibration
'OUT Switch, 1 'Open relay to control box
MultiPlex2 = 1796
AD11702 = 1792
IntTime = 22 '300 msec integration time of A/D converter
IntBit = 15 'bit precision
OUT AD11702, 70: WAIT AD11702, 1, 1 'set default calibration time
OUT AD11702 + 1, IntBit 'load data format into 2nd byte
OUT AD11702, 48: WAIT AD11702, 1, 1 'lock in the loaded data format
OUT AD11702, 176: WAIT AD11702, 1, 1 'begin background calibration
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END SUB
SUB SetUpDataFile
OPEN DAQFileName$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1
PRINT #1, "'Soil - Moisture Program'"
PRINT #1, "'Written by Kurt Sjoblom'
PRINT #1, "'Version 1.10, 3/24/98'"
PRINT #1, DATE$, TIME$
PRINT #1, "'Seconds'", "'Pore Voltage'", "'Voltage In'", "'Mass'"
PRINT #1,
CLOSE #1
END SUB
SUB SetUpScreen
'SCREEN 10 '640x350 graphics
CLS
PrintLabels 3, 8, "
PrintLabels 4, 8, "
Current Suction Current Mass"
PrintLabels 9, 8, "Pore Pressure
PrintLabels 10, 8, "-------
PrintLabels 9, 52, "Elapsed Time:"
PrintLabels 9, 73, "hrs"
'Graph#l-Suction-Time Curve
Mass"
'VIEW (375, 150)-(600, 260) 'view port of graph
'LINE (0, 0)-(225, 110), , B 'Border of graph
'FOR j = 1 TO 3
x = 225* (j /4)
LINE (x, 110)-(x, 105) 'x ticks
LINE (x, 0)-(x, 5)
'NEXT j
'FOR j = 1 TO 7
y = 110 (j / 8)
LINE (0, y)-(5, y) 'y ticks
LINE (225, y)-(220, y)
'NEXT j
'y axis labels
'PrintLabels 11,
'PrintLabels 15,
'PrintLabels 19,
'x axis labels
'PrintLabels 20,
'PrintLabels 20,
'PrintLabels 20,
44,
44,
44,
47,
62,
76,
"0"
"-8"
"-16"
"0"
"2"
"4"
END SUB
FUNCTION Voltage (Channel, Gain, BaseAddress, Boolean)
'IF Channel = VoltageInChannel THEN
IF Boolean = 1 THEN
'Get OffSetVoltage
OUT BaseAddress + 4, ReferenceChannel'Point Mux to Reference Channel
OUT BaseAddress, IntTime: WAIT BaseAddress, 1, 1 'Take a reading and wait
'Convert this data into the OffSetVoltage
LowByte = INP(BaseAddress + 1)
MidByte = INP(BaseAddress + 2)
HiByte = INP(BaseAddress + 3)
Counts = LowByte + 256 * MidByte + 65536 * HiByte
OffSetVoltage = (Counts * 10 / 2 ^ (IntBit + 7) - 5)
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'Get Vin Voltage Using the Null feature of the ADll70
OUT BaseAddress, 112: WAIT BaseAddress, 1, 1 'Null command
OUT BaseAddress, 120: WAIT BaseAddress, 1, 1 'Null Enable command
OUT BaseAddress + 4, Channel 'Point Mux to Vin Channel
OUT BaseAddress, IntTime: WAIT BaseAddress, 1, 1 'Take a reading
OUT BaseAddress, 128: WAIT BaseAddress, 1, 1 'Disable the Null feature
ELSE
END IF
OUT BaseAddress + 8, Channel 'Take regular readings
OUT BaseAddress, IntTime: WAIT BaseAddress, 1, 1
'IF Channel = VoltageInChannel THEN
IF Boolean = 1 THEN
'Convert to voltage
LowByte = INP(BaseAddress + 1)
MidByte = INP(BaseAddress + 2)
HiByte = INP(BaseAddress + 3)
Counts = LowByte + 256 * MidByte + 65536 * HiByte
OUT BaseAddress, 176: WAIT BaseAddress, 1, 1
TempVoltage = (Counts * 10 / 2 ^ (IntBit + 7) - 5)
TempVoltage = OffSetVoltage + TempVoltage
'reenable background calibration
ELSE
'Convert to voltage
LowByte = INP(BaseAddress + 1)
MidByte = INP(BaseAddress + 2)
HiByte = INP(BaseAddress + 3)
Counts = LowByte + 256 * MidByte + 65536 * HiByte
OUT BaseAddress, 176: WAIT BaseAddress, 1, 1
TempVoltage = (Counts 10 / 2 ^ (ntBit + 7) - 5)
END IF
Voltage = TempVoltage / Gain
'reenable background calibration
END FUNCTION
SUB WriteToFile
(DeltaTime * 86400) INT(DeltaTime * 86400 TimeInterval) *
TimeInterval
'IF Temp < 3 THEN '3 second delay is needed for DAQ to occur
IF DAQTime >= TempTime + TimeInterval THEN
OPEN DAQFileName$ FOR APPEND AS #1
PRINT #1, DAQTime, PorePressVoltage, VoltageIn, Mass
CLOSE #1
TempTime = TempTime + TimeInterval
END IF
END SUB
SUB Zeroes
DAQFileName$ = "C:\Sucks!\xxx.dat" 'xx-number of test
TimeInterval = 60
PorePressChannel = 3
VoltageInChannel = 0
ReferenceChannel = 14
PorePressCalibration =
PorePressZero = .03765
700.97615#'bar/v/v
5.3
'OldY = 110
END SUB
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'Temp
Appendix 3.6. Code of Data Acquisition Program "DaqI 170d.bas"
REM DATA ACQUISITIION PROGRAM 2/7/93
REM REVISED 2/24/99 JTG
REM revised 10/00 jtg to add balance as option
SCREEN 0
CLS
GOSUB 2470
GOSUB 2700 'Fill Data Arrays
PROGRAM =110
adl 170$ = "Y"
adl 170$= "N" 'this statement is commented out to use program
** ** * **** ***** **************** * *** ** * ******
flagI =0
FLAG2 = 0 'used for data storage
FLAG3 = 0 'used to control storage in array
FLAG4 = 0 'used to indicate data file specified
FLAGA = 0 'change delt
FLAGB = 0 'change frame
FLAGC = 0 'change plot channels
FLAGD = 0 'force data reading into array
FLAGE = 0 'change the x-axis channel
FLAGF = 0 'plotting after data storage
FLAGG = 0 'end of data reaings
PRINT TAB(26); " THIS PROGRAM IS": PRINT
PRINT TAB(26): " PART": PRINT
PRINT TAB(26): " OF THE": PRINT: PRINT
PRINT TAB(26); " DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM": PRINT
PRINT TAB(26); " FOR THE": PRINT
PRINT TAB(26); " GEOTECHNICAL LABORATORY": PRINT: PRINT
PRINT TAB(26); " DEPARTMENT OF": PRINT: PRINT
PRINT TAB(26); " CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING": PRINT
PRINT TAB(26); "MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY": PRINT
PRINT: PRINT
INPUT "PRESS 'return' TO CONTINUE", Z$
REM CHOOSE TO READ FROM DISC OR COLLECT DATA
CLS
LOCATE 10, 1
PRINT "PRESS 'Fl'FOR DATA ACQUISITION OR"
PRINT " 'F6'TO READ DAT FROM DISC."
KEY 1, "START"
KEY 6, "DISC"
ON KEY(l) GOSUB 51
ON KEY(6) GOSUB 2285
KEY(l) ON
KEY(6) ON
KEY ON
50 GOTO 50
51 RETURN 52
52 GOSUB 2470 'reset function keys
CLS : LOCATE 7, 1
PRINT TAB(l): "THIS PROGRAM COLLECTS DATA AT A RELATIVELY SLOW RATE"
PRINT TAB( I); "THE PROGRAM REQUIRES AN ADI 170 DATA ACQUISITION CARD"
PRINT TAB(l); "THE USER CAN INTERACTIVELY CHANGE THE READING RATE"
PRINT TAB(1): "THE PROGRAM CAN ALSO COLLECT DATA FROM A #### MASS BALANCE"
PRINT TAB(]I): "YOU CAN CHOOSE TO SAVE OR IGNORE THE DATA AS IT IS RECORDED": PRINT
PRINT TAB(l): "THIS IS PROGRAM REVISION 3.1 PROGRAMED 10/2/00": PRINT: PRINT
INPUT "PRESS 'return' TO CONTINUE". ZS
REM CHECK THE OPTION OF A MASS BALANCE ****************************
CLS : LOCATE 6, 1
73
Mass$ = "N" 'default value for not mass measurements
PRINT TAB(l); "Are you collecting data with a mass balance interfaced"
PRINT TAB( I), " to the printer port?"
INPUT "(Y or N) "; Mass$
IF Mass$= "y" THEN Mass$ = "Y"
IF Mass$ <> "Y" THEN GOTO 55
PRINT TAB( 10): "This program is written to interface to the ####
PRINT TAB( 12); "The mass measurements will be stored in the first"
PRINT TAB( 12); "data column. Analog inputs start in the second column"
PRINT TAB( 12): "Mass data will be stored in units of grams"
PRINT: PRINT
INPUT "PRESS 'return' TO CONTINUE", Z$
CH(l) = 9 'this is used for the mass measurement
tr$( l ) = "mass in grams"
uts$( I) = "(grams)"
REM INPUT INTTIME AND INTBIT
55 CLS:LOCATE5,1
PRINT TAB(l): "THE DATA ACQUISITION CARD HAS SOFTWARE SELECTABLE PARAMETERS"
PRINT TAB(l); "YOU MUST NOW SPECIFY THESE SETTINGS FROM THE FOLLOWING LIST": PRINT: PRINT
PRINT TAB(I): "THE INTEGRATION TIME (N): "
PRINT TAB(l); " where N=0 1 msec N=4 100 msec"
PRINT TAB(I); " N=I 10 msec N=5 166.7 msec"
PRINT TAB(I); " N=2 16.7 msec N=6 300 msec"
PRINT TAB(l); " N=3 20 msec"
60 INPUT INTTIME
IF INTTIME < 0 THEN GOTO 60
IF INTTIME > 6 THEN GOTO 60
INTTIME = INTTIME + 16
PRINT: PRINT : PRINT "THE BIT PRECISION:
PRINT TAB(l): " options 8,10,12,14,16":
IF INTTIME > 18 THEN PRINT ", 18":
IF INTTIME > 21 THEN PRINT ",20,22":
PRINT " "
65 INPUT INTBIT
IF INTBIT = 8 THEN GOTO 70
IF INTBIT = 10 THEN GOTO 70
IF INTB IT= 12 THEN GOTO 70
IF INTBIT= 14 THEN GOTO 70
IF INTBIT= 16 THEN GOTO 70
IF INTTIME <= 18 THEN GOTO 65
IF INTB IT= 18 THEN GOTO 70
IF INTTIME <= 21 THEN GOTO 65
IF INTBIT = 20 THEN GOTO 70
IF INTBIT = 22 THEN GOTO 70
GOTO 65
70 INTBIT =INTBIT - 7
GOSUB 2600 'Set up ADl 170
370 REM SET PARAMETERS FOR SLOW READINGS
'PRINT: PRINT
'INPUT "PRESS 'return' TO CONTINUE", Z$
385 CLS
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT
PRINT TAB(l): "PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION FOR THE ADI 170 READINGS"
PRINT: PRINT
PRINT "Time will be recorded for each set of readings"
IF Mass$ = "Y" THEN PRINT "The Mass of the balance will be recorded as well"
PRINT
INPUT "ENTER THE NUMBER OF Analog CHANNELS TO BE RECORDED: ", N
PRINT: PRINT
IF Mass$ = "Y" THEN del = I ELSE del = 0
FOR I = I + dcl TO N + del
CLS
LOCATE 5, 1
PRINT "ENTER THE CHANNEL NUMBER FOR THE ": POS$(I): " CHANNEL position:"
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PRINT " for the ADL 170 card the first channel is 0"
INPUT CH(I)
PRINT "ENTER THE TEXT TO IDENTIFY CHANNEL NO.": CH(I):
INPUT trS(I)
PRINT: PRINT
NEXT I
445 REM GETTING STARTED
CLS : LOCATE 5, 1
PRINT "You must now provide information for plotting the data"
PRINT "You will be able to change this once the program is running"
PRINT "Remember that the readings are stored in data columns and"
IF Mass$ <> "Y" THEN GOTO 446
PRINT "The first column is POSITION I and corresponds to mass"
PRINT "The second column corresponds to the first analog channel"
GOTO 447
446 PRINT "the first column corresponds to POSITION number 1"
447 PRINT
GOSUB 1890 'pick plotting channels
GOSUB 1900 'SPECIFY THE X-AXIS
GOSUB 475 'SET PLOT LIMITS
GOTO 650 'CONTINUE PROGRAM
475 REM SPECIFY THE PLOT LIMITS
CLS
LOCATE 10, 1
PRINT "Provide the following information to set tip the graph limits"
PRINT
GOTO 500
495 REM entry point to change scale
LOCATE 22, I
PRINT BLK$: PRINT BLK$
LOCATE 22, 1
PRINT "Specify new plot limits (Press ENTER to keep present value)"
500 FOR I = 1 TO 4
dum = p1l)
IF I < 3 THEN PRINT "ENTER "; ptS(I); " VALUE "; uts$(XCHL):"
IF I > 2 THEN PRINT "ENTER "; pt$(I); " VALUE "; uts$(NCP(l));"
INPUT pl$(I)
IF pl$(I) "" THEN pl(l) = dum ELSE pl(l) = VAL(pl$(I))
NEXT I
minx = p](l): maxx = pl(2)
miny = p](3): maxy = pl(4)
IF (maxx - minx) > .001 THEN GOTO 520
PRINT "The X scale is not valid. Try again"
GOTO 500
520 IF (maxy - miny)> .001 THEN GOTO 525
PRINT "The Y scale is not valid. Try again"
GOTO 500
525 RETURN
650 REM SLOW READING ROUTINE ACTIVATED WITH START KEY"** **********
FLAG5 = 0
FLAGF = 0
FLAG6 = 0
GOSUB 2470 'reset function keys
KEY 1, "BYPASS"
KEY 2. "READ
KEY 3. "
KEY 4. "DELT"
KEY 5, "SCALE"
KEY 6. "CHANEL"
KEY 7, "X-AXIS"
KEY 8,"
KEY 9,"
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KEY 10, "END
KEY(l) ON
KEY(2) ON
KEY(3) OFF
KEY(4) ON
KEY(5) ON
KEY(6) ON
KEY(7) ON
KEY(8) OFF
KEY(9) OFF
KEY(I0) ON
ON KEY(l) GOSUB 1735
ON KEY(2) GOSUB 1770
ON KEY(4) GOSUB 1986
ON KEY(5) GOSUB 1989
ON KEY(6) GOSUB 1992
ON KEY(7) GOSUB 1995
ON KEY( 10) GOSUB 1780
815 REM SET UP READINGS AND STORAGE
CLS
LOCATE 10, 1
INPUT "ENTER NUMBER OF READINGS: ", J
DIM VOLTS(J, N + del)
FLAG2= I
PRINT
INPUT "ENTER THE TIME INTERVAL (sec): ", delt: PRINT: PRINT
INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO STORE THE DATA (Y/N)? ", AS
IF AS = "Y" THEN GOTO 885
IF AS = "y" THEN GOTO 885
GOTO 900
885 PRINT
PRINT "ENTER DATA FILE NAME:"
INPUT " eight characters and no extension: ', FILE IS
ON ERROR GOTO 895
FILE2$ = FILE I S + ".DAT"
OPEN "1", #3, FILE2$
PRINT "This file already exists!!!"
CLOSE #3
GOTO 885
895 RESUME 896
896 'ON ERROR GOTO 0
FLAG4 = 1
900 CLS : LOCATE 10, 1
PRINT "PRESS 'return' WHEN READY, START TEST AT BEEP"
910 A$=INKEY$
IF AS <> CHR$(13) THEN GOTO 910
GOTO 1185
925 REM SETUP WINDOW
935 SCREEN 0
940 CLS
SCREEN 9
KEY ON
LOCATE 20, 30
IF XCHL = 0 THEN PRINT "Time (sec)"
IF XCHL > 0 THEN PRINT "Channel ": CH(XCHL): uts$(XCHL)
IF FLAGF = I THEN GOTO 950
LOCATE 22. 1
PRINT "Time No/Max Chnl>>";
IF Mass$ = "Y" THEN PRINT " Mass (gm)
FOR I = I + del TO N + del
PRINT CH(I);" '
NEXT I
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950 LOCATE 7, 1
PRINT "V"
LOCATE 8, 1
PRINT "0"
LOCATE 9, 1
PRINT "L"
LOCATE 10, 1
PRINT "T"
LOCATE 11, 1
PRINT "A"
LOCATE 12, 1
PRINT "G"
LOCATE 13, 1
PRINT "E"
LOCATE 1, 2
PRINT maxy
LOCATE 19, 2
PRINT miny
LOCATE 20, 5
PRINT minx
LOCATE 20, 74
PRINT maxx
LOCATE 23, 1
VIEW (50, 3)-(600, 260),,
WINDOW (minx, miny)-(maxx, maxy)
CLS
DX = maxx - minx
DY = maxy - miny
FOR I = minx + (DX / 10) TO maxx - (DX/
LINE (1, miny)-(1, maxy),, &HIF1 I
NEXT I
FOR I I TO 4
II miny + I * (DY / 5!)
LINE (minx, Il)-(maxx, II). , , &HIFIl
NEXT I
GOSUB 1700 'plot data in memory
RETURN
1185 REM MAIN DATA READING LOOP
GOSUB 925
flagl = I
COUNTER = 0
ttO$ = TIMES
TM = TIMER
tO = TM
DIAZ = 0
BEEP
1250 REM This is the start of the basic loop
10) STEP DX / 10
IF FLAG3 = 0 THEN COUNTER = COUNTER + I
IF FLAG3 = I THEN IF FLAGD 1 THEN FLAGD =0: COUNTER = COUNTER + 1
FLAGD =0
GOSUB 2625
IF COUNTER = I THEN GOTO 1260
IF XCHL = 10 THEN GOTO 1255
FOR K = 1 TO ic
LINE (VOLTS(COUNTER - 1, XCHL). VOLTS(COUNTER - L NCP(K)))-(VOLTS(COUNTER. XCHL).
VOLTS(COUNTER, NCP(K)))
NEXT K
GOTO 1260
'plot on log scale
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1255 FOR K = I TO ic
LINE (LOG(VOLTS(COUNTER - 1, 0)) / In, VOLTS(COUNTER - 1, NCP(K)))-(LOG(VOLTS(COUNTER, 0)) / In,
VOLTS(COUNTER, NCP(K)))
NEXT K
1260 LOCATE 23, 1
PRINT BLKS
LOCATE 23, 1
PRINT USING "##### "; INT(VOLTS(COUNTER, 0));
PRINT USING "####"; COUNTER;
PRINT "/";
PRINT USING "#### " J;1
IF Mass$ = "Y" THEN PRINT USING "#####.## "; VOLTS(COUNTER, 1);
FOR K = I + del TO N + del
PRINT USING "##.##### "; VOLTS(COUNTER, K);
NEXT K
IF COUNTER = J THEN GOTO 1440 'array full
TD= 0
IF TM + delt < 86400! THEN GOTO 1400 'read today
TD = 86400!
WHILE DATE$= D$
IF FLAGA = 1 THEN FLAGA = 0: GOSUB 1815
IF FLAGB = I THEN FLAGB = 0: GOSUB 495: GOSUB 925
IF FLAGC = 1 THEN FLAGC = 0: GOSUB 1865: GOSUB 925
IF FLAGD = I THEN GOTO 1435
IF FLAGE = I THEN FLAGE 0: GOSUB 1900: GOSUB 495: GOSUB 925
IF FLAGG = I THEN FLAGG 0: GOSUB 1460
WEND
1400 IF FLAGA = I THEN FLAGA = 0: GOSUB 1815'protect against zero time
WHILE TIMER < TM + delt - TD
IF FLAGA = I THEN FLAGA = 0: GOSUB 1815
IF FLAGB = I THEN FLAGB = 0: GOSUB 495: GOSUB 925
IF FLAGC = I THEN FLAGC = 0: GOSUB 1865: GOSUB 925
IF FLAGD = I THEN GOTO 1435
IF FLAGE = 1 THEN FLAGE 0: GOSUB 1900: GOSUB 495: GOSUB 925
IF FLAGG = 1 THEN FLAGG 0: GOSUB 1460
WEND
1435 GOTO 1250
1440 REM DATA ARRAY FULL
GOSUB 2000
GOTO 1560
1460 REM DATA PROCESSING ROUTINES AFTER READINGS COMPLETE
LOCATE 23, I
PRINT BLKS
LOCATE 23, 1
INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO STOP DATA COLLECTION (Y/N)"; ANS$
LOCATE 23, 1
PRINT BLK$
IF ANS$ = "Y" THEN: GOSUB 2000: RETURN 1560
IF ANS$ = "y" THEN: GOSUB 2000: RETURN 1560
LOCATE 23, 1
INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO START A NEW DATA FILE (Y/N)"; ANSS
IF ANS$ = "Y" THEN GOTO 1540
IF ANS$ = "y" THEN GOTO 1540
LOCATE 23, 1
PRINT BLK$
RETURN
1540 GOSUB 2000 store data
flagl =(0
ERASE VOLTS
SCREEN 0: CLS
RETURN 815
1560 REM STEP UP PLOT TO LOOK AT DATA AFTER COLLECTION * *
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FLAGF = 1
GOSUB 2470 'reset function keys
KEY 1, " "
KEY 2, "SCALE"
KEY 3, "CHANEL"
KEY 4, "X-AXIS"
KEY 5, "
KEY 6, "
KEY 7, "
KEY 8, "
KEY 9, "
KEY 10, " END
KEY(1) OFF
KEY(2) ON
KEY(3) ON
KEY(4) ON
KEY(5) OFF
KEY(6) OFF
KEY(7) OFF
KEY(8) OFF
KEY(9) OFF
KEY(10) ON
ON KEY(2) GOSUB 1989
ON KEY(3) GOSUB 1992
ON KEY(4) GOSUB 1995
ON KEY(10) GOSUB 1780
GOSUB 925 'plot screen
1685 IF FLAGB = I THEN FLAGB 0: GOSUB 500: GOSUB 925
IF FLAGC = I THEN FLAGC 0: GOSUB 1865: GOSUB 925
IF FLAGE = I THEN FLAGE 0: GOSUB 1900: GOSUB 500: GOSUB 925
IF FLAGG= I THEN GOTO 1690
GOTO 1685
1690 GOTO 2415 'End
1700 REM PLOT DATA IN MEMORY
FOR I= 2 TO COUNTER
IF XCHL = 10 THEN GOTO 1720
FOR K = I TO ic
LINE (VOLTS(I - 1, XCHL), VOLTS(I - 1, NCP(K)))-(VOLTS(I, XCHL), VOLTS(1, NCP(K)))
NEXT K
GOTO 1722
1720 FOR K = 1 TO ic
LINE (LOG(VOLTS(I - 1, 0)) /In, VOLTS(I - 1, NCP(K)))-(LOG(VOLTS(, 0)) /In, VOLTS(, NCP(K)))
NEXT K
1722 NEXT I
RETURN
1735 REM BYPASS READINGS
KEY 1, "SAVE"
KEY(l) ON
ON KEY(l) GOSUB 1775
FLAG3 = I
RETURN
1770 REM FORCE DATA READING INTO THE FILE
FLAGD = I
RETURN
1775 REM KEEP DATA * * * * * *
KEY 1. "BYPASS"
KEY(1) ON
ON KEY(]) GOSUB 1735
FLAG3 = 0
RETURN
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1780 REM End of data readings specified *********
FLAGG = I
RETURN
1815 REM CHANGE TIME INTERVAL FOR SLOW READINGS
LOCATE 23, I
PRINT BLK$
LOCATE 23, I
dum = delt
INPUT "ENTER NEW TIME INTERVAL (sec): ", delt$
IF delt$ = "" THEN delt = dum ELSE delt = VAL(delt$)
LOCATE 23, 1
PRINT BLKS
RETURN
1865 REM REDEFINE CHANNEL POSITIONS TO BE PLOTTE * * *
REDEF= I
LOCATE 22, 1
PRINT BLK$: PRINT BLK$
LOCATE 22, 1
GOTO 1891
1890 REDEF= 0
1891 INPUT "ENTER NUMBER OF CHANNELS TO BE PLOTTED: "ic
IF REDEF = 0 THEN PRINT
IF ic > N + del THEN GOTO 1891
FOR I = I TO ic
1892 IF REDEF = 0 THEN GOTO 1893
LOCATE 23, 1
PRINT BLK$
LOCATE 22, 1
PRINT BLK$
LOCATE 22, 1
1893 PRINT "ENTER the "; POSS(I); " Channel POSITION to he plotted:"
INPUT NCP(I)
IF NCP(I) > N + del THEN GOTO 1892
NEXT I
LOCATE 22, 1
PRINT BLKS
LOCATE 23, I
PRINT BLK$
RETURN
1900 REM CHANGE THE X-AXIS SPECIFICATION
LOCATE 23. 1
PRINT BLKS
LOCATE 22, 1
PRINT "ENTER the Channel POSITION to be used for the X-axis:
INPUT "Use T' to specify TIME and 'L' for log time: ": XCHLS
IF XCHL$ = "T" THEN XCHL = 0: RETURN
IF XCHL$= "t" THEN XCHL =0: RETURN
IF XCHL$ = "L" THEN XCHL = 10: RETURN
IF XCHLS = "l" THEN XCHL = 10: RETURN
XCHL = VAL(XCHLS)
IF XCHL > N THEN GOTO 1900
RETURN
1986 REM CHANGE DELT FLAG
FLAGA = I
RETURN
1989 REM CHANGE FRAME FLAG
FLAGB = I
RETURN
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1992 REM CHANGE PLOT CHANNELS FLAG
FLAGC = I
RETURN
1995 REM CHANGE X AXIS CHANNEL FLAG
FLAGE = I
RETURN
2000 REM DATA STORAGE SECTION
IF FLAG4= 0 THEN RETURN
FILE2$ = FILE I$ + ".DAT"
OPEN "0", #2, FILE2$
GOSUB 2070 'store headings
FOR I =1 TO COUNTER
PRINT #2, INT(VOLTS(I, 0) * 100)/ 100,
FOR K = I TO N
PRINT #2, INT(VOLTS(I, K) * 1000000!)/ 1000000!,
NEXT K
PRINT #2,"
NEXT I
CLOSE #2
RETURN
2070 REM SETUP OUTPUT FILE (HEADINGS ETC.)
PRINT #2, PROGRAM
C$ = CHR$(34)
WRITE #2, FILE2$, N, TIME$: WRITE #2, DATES, 0, PROGRAM
WRITE #2, "***"
FOR I = 0 TO N
PRINT #2, CS, tr$(I), C$,
NEXT I
PRINT #2,
PRINT #2, C$, "SECS", CS,
FOR I = I TO N
PRINT #2, C$, "V", C$,
NEXT I
PRINT #2,
FOR I=0 TO N
PRINT #2, 1,
NEXT I
PRINT #2,""
FOR I=0 TO N
PRINT #2, -1,
NEXT I
PRINT #2,""
FOR I = 0 TO N
PRINT #2, 0,
NEXT I
PRINT #2,""
WR ITE #2,
PRINT #2, CS, tt0$, C$,
FOR I = 1 TO N
PRINT #2, CH(I),
NEXT I
PRINT #2,""
PRINT #2, C$, "SECONDS", CS,
FOR I = I TO N
PRINT #2, CS, "VOLTS", CS,
NEXT I
PRINT #2,""
RETURN
2270 REM
2275 REM INPUT DATA DIRECTLY FROM DISC* * * *
2280 REM
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2285 INPUT "ENTER DATA FILE TO READ FROM: ", FILE3$
2287 PRINT "ENTER THE NUMBER OF DATA READINGS
2288 INPUT " (must be at least as large as actual file)"; J
2290 FILE3$ FILE3$ + ".DAT"
2300 OPEN "I", #3, FILE3$
2310 GOSUB 2650
2315 IF flagI = I THEN ERASE VOLTS
2320 DIM VOLTS(J, N)
2325 COUNTER = 0
2330 INPUT #3, VOLTS(COUNTER, 0)
2335 FOR I = I TO N
2340 INPUT #3, VOLTS(COUNTER, I)
2345 NEXT I
2350 IF EOF(3) = -1 THEN GOTO 2365
2355 COUNTER = COUNTER + 1
2360 GOTO 2330
2365 flag I = 0: CLS
2370 GOSUB 1890
flal 1= 1
2380 GOSUB 475
2410 GOTO 1560
2415 REM END OF PROGRAM * * * * *
INPUT "ARE YOU FINISHED (Y/N)"; ANS$
IF ANS$ = "y" THEN GOTO 2450
IF ANS$ = "Y" THEN GOTO 2450
SCREEN 0
flagl =(0
ERASE VOLTS
GOTO 385
2450 SCREEN 0
STOP
END
2470 REM ** ***RESET FUNCTION KEYS*
FOR I = TO 10
KEY I,"
NEXT I
KEY OFF
RETURN
2600 REM SET UP AD-I 170 ** ** *** *** ** *
CLS
LOCATE 10, 12
PRINT "Setting up the AD 1170 Card"
IF adl 170$ <> "Y" THEN RETURN 'this is onlv for debugging
adl 170 = 768
PRINT: PRINT" THE A/D CONVERTER IS BEING INITIALIZED"
OUT adl 170, 60: WAIT adl 170, 1, 1
OUT ad 1170 + 1, INTBIT: WAIT ad 1170, 1, 1
OUT adl 170,48: WAIT adl 170, 1, 1
OUT adl170, 176: WAIT ad1170, 11
OUT adI 170, 184: WAIT ad 1170, 1, 1
GNDCHANNEL= 15
REFCHANNEL = 14
MUX!= 776
CHANNEL =(
RETURN
2625 REM Take reaings from ADI 170 and Time
IF ad I 170S <> "Y" THEN GOTO 2630 'no card in computer
IF del = I THEN GOSUB 2640 'get reading from mass bal
FOR K I + dcl TO N + del
OUT MUX!, CH(K)
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OUT adl 170, INTTIME: WAIT adl 170, 1, 1
OUT MUX!, GNDCHANNEL
LBYTE INP(ad 1170 + 1)
MBYTE INP(adl 170 + 2)
HBYTE INP(ad 1170 + 3)
VOLTS(COUNTER, K) = (LBYTE + 256 * MBYTE + 65536! HBYTE) 10 / 2 A (INTBIT + 7) - 5
NEXT K
2630 T = TIMER
IF T < TM THEN DIAZ = DIAZ + 86400!
TM = T: D$ = DATE$
VOLTS(COUNTER, 0)= T - tO + DIAZ
IF ad l170$ = "Y" THEN RETURN
FOR K 1 TO N + del
VOLTS(COUNTER, K)= K * SIN(VOLTS(COUNTER, 0) / 10 / K)
NEXT K
RETURN
2640 REM ****TAKE READINGS ON THE MASS BALANCE
OPEN "COMI:2400,E,7,1,ASC,CS,CD,DS,RS,LF" FOR RANDOM AS #1
Scalelnput$=
ScaleWord$ =
DO
IF NOT EOF(1) THEN
'LOC(1) gives the number of characters waiting
Scalelnput$ = INPUT$(LOC(1), #1)
ScaleWord$ = ScaleWord$ + Scalelnput$
END IF
LOOP WHILE Scalelnput$ <> CHR$(10) 'Checks for the terminal LineFeed
ScaleNumber = VAL(LTRIM$(MID$(ScaleWord$, 6, 7))) Extracts the Numeric
Data
CLOSE #1
VOLTS(COUNTER, 1) = ScaleNumber
RETURN
2650 REM SETUP OUTPUT FILE (HEADINGS ETC.)*
INPUT #3, PROGRAM
INPUT #3, FILE3S
INPUT #3, N
INPUT #3, TTIMES
INPUT #3, DDATES
INPUT #3. A
INPUT #3, PROGRAM
INPUT #3. XS
INPUT #3, X$
FOR I=0 TO N - I
INPUT #3, trS(I)
NEXT I
INPUT #3. XS
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FOR I1=0 TON - I
INPUT #3, X$
NEXT I
FOR I= 0 TO N
INPUT #3, X
NEXT I
FOR I= 0 TO N
INPUT #3, X
NEXT I
FOR I = 0 TO N
INPUT #3, X
NEXT I
INPUT #3, X$
INPUT #3, TTIME$
FOR I= 0 TO N - I
INPUT #3, CH(I)
NEXT I
INPUT #3, X$
FOR I= 0 TO N - 1
INPUT #3, X$
NEXT I
RETURN
2700 REM BASIC DATA IN ARRAYS
POS$(I) = "FIRST"
POS$(2) = "SECOND"
POS$(3) = "THIRD"
POS$(4) = "FORTH"
POS$(5) = "FIFTH"
POS$(6) = "SIXTH"
POS$(7) = "SEVENTH"
BLKS = "
pt$( 1) = "iminimum x"
pt$(2)= "maximum x"
pt$(3)= "minimum y"
pt$(4)= "maximum V"
uts$(0) = "(seC)"
tr$(I) = "Clock"
In = LOG(10)
FOR I= I TO 9
uts$(I) = "(volts)"
NEXT I
uts$(9) = "(grams)"
p( l ) =0
pl(2)= 1000
pl(3) = -5
pl(4)= 5
delt = I
RETURN
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4. PROCEDURES
Throughout this research, various procedures were devised and followed for different
tasks. This chapter describes these procedures, together with comments about which ones
are the most reliable according to the author's understanding.
The figure (4.1) below presents the ways different procedures and equipment can follow
each other for various samples. Bold lines are recommended procedures. For example,
the recommended procedure to prepare and test a non-uniform sand is to compact it
moist, saturate the tensiometer in the triaxial saturation chamber (with the specimen in
this case), and perform the test using T5 or T61. There are several details that can not be
inferred from the figure (for example dry and moist&compacted samples are saturated in
the saturation chamber whereas over-saturated samples don't). All details are explained
in the related sections as noted below.
Sample grain size clay uniform sand non-uniform sand silt
distribution (5.1)
Consistency
at the start of : over-saturated moist & compacted) dry
saturation (4.3)
Saturation chamber (MIT saturation vise triaxial saturation chamber
(4.2.3 and 4.2.4)
Tensiometer T5 or T61 T31
(3.1.3, 3.1.4 and 3.1.7)
Figure 4.1. Acceptable means of saturation (with related sections indicated).
4.1. Construction Details
4.1.1. Tensiometer Body
The MIT Tensiometers are composed of the essential components (pressure sensing
device and porous ceramic, with a small gap in between) attached to a single piece steel
body. The stainless steel body is machined at MIT and engineering drawings for the
bodies of various tensiometer versions are presented in Appendices 3.1. and 3.2. The
small detail concerning the rounded edges of the upper face (Appendix 3.1) is due to the
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fact that a sharp edged tensiometer had been observed to damage the o-ring of the
retaining ring. This rounding must be smaller than 2mm in radius so that the o-ring still
seals on the vertical surface.
4.1.2. Assembling with Epoxy
Usage of the epoxy is a very delicate procedure by itself. The mixture of epoxy base and
the catalyst should be as close as possible to the specified proportions. For this
application, once mixed thoroughly, vacuum should be applied on the mixture for enough
time to remove entrapped air bubbles but not long enough to let the water in the mixture
vaporize. This takes about half of the pre-reaction time of the catalyst, which is 45
minutes, leaving 20 - 25 minutes for usage.
2 0-ring
Figure 4.2. Detail of the top part of T5, showing epoxy placement. Different stages of
assembly are: initial epoxy placement (1), placement of the component that is to be
attached to the tensiometer body (2), and final placement of epoxy (3). The top and
bottom halves of the figure illustrate gluing of the porous ceramic (for all tensiometers)
and the pressure transducer (for T5 only), respectively. These two halves of the process
are done separately, on different days.
When the stone or the pressure transducer is to be placed; first the corresponding trench
(shown with '1' in the Figure 4.2.) is filled with epoxy. Then the ceramic or the
transducer (2) is placed. Immediately afterwards, the gaps on the sides (3) are filled with
epoxy. Epoxy has to be placed carefully, with some thin tool, droplet by droplet, with
extra care not to trap any air. Finally, the epoxy is left to harden for a day, preferably at a
temperature warmer than room temperature (warm curing is not a necessity, it just
accelerates the reaction). After the placement of the stone, a small weight must be placed
on top, because the dense epoxy tends to lift the porous and light ceramic. The sequence
barely fits the 20 - 25 minutes of remaining hardening time of the epoxy. Therefore, it is
carried out for the ceramic and the pressure transducer separately (on different days so
that previously applied epoxy will have hardened already), not simultaneously or
consecutively. In the end, the excess epoxy and ceramic is machined off. Due to the
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brittleness of ceramic, its machining must be done slowly. Due to the abrasiveness of
ceramic, numerous cutting blades will be necessary in this process.
4.2. Saturation
The saturation setup was previously illustrated in a simplified manner as Figure 3.9.
However, the pipes and valves are not necessarily permanent connections. Therefore, the
procedure will be detailed by explaining which component of the saturation setup is
connected to which other component, rather than detailing which valve points which way
(i.e. this section gives a functional description).
The necessary saturation procedure before a routine test is described in sections 4.2.2 and
4.2.3; or 4.2.2 and 4.2.4. Section 4.2.1 below focuses on the operation and maintenance
of the individual components of the saturation setup.
4.2.1. Operation of Individual Components
The components have specific operating tips and rules that should be followed precisely
every time the particular piece of equipment is put in use.
A rule that is valid for all components of the setup is to remember taking the water (or
air) that is in the pipes into account. For example, if a container is to be deaired, the pipes
that are going to be connected should be deaired, as well.
4.2.1.1. Centrifugal Vacuum Pump
- Water in the circulation tank, from which the pump intakes and into which it gives out
water, should always be recycling. That is, it should always have inflow and spillage of
water, in order to keep the water cool (As noted in section 3.2.3, this pump reduces the
pressure to the vapor pressure of water, which is lower for cooler temperatures).
- The outlet pipe of the pump into the water tank should have a small gap, through which
air bubbles can join the flow. The air bubbles must be distinctly observable in the tank,
as they float up to the water surface without being absorbed into the pump's intake.
This is achieved by placing an insulated (to minimize rusting) electrical wire at a
connection of this pipe.
- Before operation, all valves on the line to be vacuumed should be closed. After starting
the pump, the valves may be opened starting from the one closest to the pump, and
proceeding along the line.
- Before turning the pump off valves should be closed starting from the farthest and
proceeding towards the pump. The pump may be turned off when the valve closest to
the pump is closed.
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4.2.1.2. Oil Vacuum Pump
- The oil should be at the operating level in the observation window. If it is low, oil can
be added from a cap on the top. If more, which can result when water is mistakenly
drawn into the pump, it can be drained from the tap at the bottom.
- Before turning off, its hose should be disconnected and the pump should be allowed to
draw in air.
4.2.1.3. Deaerator
- Take notice of the upper limit for water level, marked on the tank.
- If the deaerator is empty, it can be refilled by connecting its water pipe to a distilled
water source, and vacuuming through the air pipe.
- To deair the water inside, apply vacuum through the air pipe and turn the rotating disc
on. Water will be deaired in 15-30 minutes.
- When the water in the deaerator is deaired, the continuous rattling noise of cavitation
becomes clearly audible. Stop rotating disc of the dearator.
- The air pipe should be opened to atmosphere before connecting the water pipe to
atmosphere or any other water body. It should not be opened completely at once so that
a jet of air will not mix itself into the deaired water.
4.2.1.4. Analog-Analog Feedback Control
The Feedback control box (built by Dr. Sjoblom) has two switches, one knob, and three
sockets (Figure 4.3).
Knob: adjusts servomotor
excitation voltage.
Plug for witness transducer
Plug for target voltage
Figure 4.3. Analog-analog
Switch to select analog or manual pressure control feedback controller.
When the left switch points left, it turns the analog-analog controller on, allowing the
usage of rest of the box. When it is at the middle, it prevents the controller from moving
the PVD. When it is switched towards right, it cuts the circuit, but the controller may drift
due to possible magnetic effects of other electronic devices on the control box.
The right switch selects the method of PVD control between analog (leftwards) and
manual (rightwards). When it points to analog, it adjusts the pressure to converge to the
target voltage that was previously set on the voltage supply. When it is set to manual, the
user adjusts the speed and direction of the piston of the PVD by using the knob.
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The four-pin socket on the back connects to the servomotor. Of the two banana plugs on
the right side of the box, the one on the top connects to the witness transducer and the one
on the bottom connects to the target voltage set by the wired outlet of the voltage supply.
4.2.1.5. Pressure- Volume Device
- The device has safety switches at the top and bottom extremes of the stroke of the
piston. If the piston touches either of these the servomotor shuts down, in order to
prevent equipment damage. To turn the system back on, the motor should be turned
from the little flag (the topmost point of the PVD, see Figure 3.15) by hand, so that the
piston is pulled away from the safety switch.
- After every tensiometer pressurization, the piston ends up being more inside the
cylinder (i.e. PVD has less water). If the piston is too close to being completely in (i.e.
too close to the bottom safety switch), it means there is very little water left in the
chamber, so the PVD needs filling.
- To fill the piston, connect it to the deaerator.
- Deair (Section 4.2.1.3) the water.
- Connect the deaerator to the atmosphere.
- Connect deaerator to the PVD.
- Withdraw the piston (Section 4.2.1.4).
- Normally, the piston moves, at most, a couple of centimeters during pressurization. If it
moves more, it means that there is air in the piston. In this case, the PVD must be
evacuated and refilled.
- Before refilling, empty the remaining water in the PVD by pushing the piston as far in
as possible without triggering off the safety switch,
- For refilling, the PVD should be connected to both the oil vacuum pump and the
deaerator through a three-way valve.
- Connect the oil vacuum pump to the PVD and the centrifugal vacuum pump to the
deaerator.
- Vacuum both PVD and deaerator for half an hour. Deaerator disc should be operating
throughout this time.
- Turn off the dearator disc and open the deaerator to the atmosphere. Centrifugal
vacuum pump may be shut down.
- Connect the PVD to the deaerator without turning off the oil pump. The oil vacuum
pump may be disconnected and shut down.
- Withdraw the piston.
4.2.2. Preliminary Checks and Adjustments
- Dry the surface of the porous ceramic of the device.
- Check if the water in the tank of the centrifugal pump is recycling.
- Check if deaerator has enough water to fill the pressure chamber.
- Check if there is sufficient volume of water in the PVD for pressure saturation. There
should be at least one inch of stroke available into the cylinder.
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- Check if the oil of the oil pump is at operating level.
- Check if all o-rings are clean, in place and not notched, as well as the cleanliness of the
places the o-rings fit into. This includes the o-ring of the retaining ring.
- Check the magnitudes of voltages from the power supply.
- Check if all pipes are connected as necessary. If they are connected after vacuuming the
chambers, air may enter the pipes. To check this, the operator needs to go through the
saturation procedure up to the pressurization beforehand, and must connect the pipes as
appropriate. The steps of the procedures below telling the operator to "connect" two
components of the setup mean that the pipes are already connected, but the valves on
them that are closed shall be opened.
4.2.3. Saturation in the Saturation Vise
This saturation chamber is more suitable for tensiometer saturation and capacity studies.
Due to its small volume (<5cc), the MIT saturation vise is more convenient than the
triaxial chamber, as it requires less distilled deaired water, and the pressure in a smaller
volume is easier to control.
But the main problem is that the tensiometer can not be saturated in a chamber of this
size together with the specimen. This limits the usage of this pressurization chamber to
only the samples that are prepared as saturated (Section 4.3.1).
For the saturation; the PVD, deaerator and the oil vacuum pump start connected to the
saturation chamber, with all valves closed. The PVD starts at atmospheric pressure and
turned off.
1. Place T5 or T61 in between the brass annuli of the vise, such that the top annulus (the
one with the pipe connections and o-ring) fits to the tensiometer face and the data
acquisition cable passes through the hole of the bottom annulus (If monitoring is
desired, it can be done through this cable). Press the two annuli toward each other and
secure the tensiometer in place by tightening the bolts.
2. Connect the chamber to the oil vacuum pump and start vacuuming.
3. Start deairing the water in the deaerator. These two processes will take about the
same amount of time (at least twenty minutes) with both vacuum pumps operational.
4. Stop the deaerator, disconnect it from the centrifugal vacuum pump, and open it to the
atmosphere. Turn off the disconnected centrifugal vacuum pump.
5. Disconnect the chamber from the vacuum and connect it to the deaerator. Turn off the
disconnected oil vacuum pipe.
6. Disconnect the chamber from the deaerator and connect it to the PVD.
7. Turn the PVD control on and to analog.
8. Wait for 24 hours.
9. Check if the temperature control of the thermal insulation cabinet for the experiment
is working. To do this, observe the light bulb of the temperature control for a few
minutes, after a period of at least half an hour with the cabinet doors closed. If not,
check if the light bulb is dead, if the room temperature is above 22'C, and if the
cabinet has any opening larger than a few centimeter-squares. Change the dead light
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bulb, reduce the room temperature below 22'C, and/or seal the openings of the
cabinet. (this step is not a part of saturation, but the temperature control has to be
checked before the experiment starts, and the previous step is the last pause long
enough before the experiment)
10. Turn on the centrifugal pump and the deaerator.
11. 15 minutes later, turn the PVD control to manual and set the rate to decrease at about
0.1 atm/sec.
12. Turn off the deaerator and centrifugal pump and connect the deaerator to the
atmosphere.
13. Monitor the witness transducer reading. Turn the PVD off when the pressure inside is
about atmospheric.
14. Open one of the valves to the atmosphere (not the one that connects with the PVD).
15. Unscrew the bolts, disassemble the vise and take out the tensiometer.
16. Put the retaining ring on the tensiometer.
17. Put some distilled deaired water from the deaerator into the retaining ring very slowly
(laminar flow only).
4.2.4. Saturation in the Triaxial Saturation Chamber
The triaxial saturation chamber is preferred for tests on soil in the later parts of the
research, with the development of specimen preparation methods.
With its volume of 700cc, the triaxial saturation chamber requires more water to fill and
larger PVD stroke to pressurize, as discussed for the saturation vise in the previous
section. The important advantage is that the tensiometer, the retaining ring and the
specimen can all fit into the chamber, allowing the specimen to be prepared and then
saturated.
The PVD, deaerator and the oil vacuum pump start connected to the saturation chamber,
with all valves closed. The PVD starts at atmospheric pressure and turned off. The
retaining ring is fitted to the tensiometer. If the specimen is prepared dry or moist (section
4.3), then the specimen is placed in the retaining ring.
1. The bottom of T31 fits the base of the triaxial saturation chamber, and can be secured
by four bolts from below. T5 and T61 fits with the sealing ring (section 3.2.1.2.1).
The data acquisition conduit (cable or rod) passes through the hole in the base (If
monitoring is desired, it can be done through this connection).
2. In the case of T5 and T61, place the distribution cap on the retaining ring, any
spacers, and the compression springs (section 3.2.1.2.2). Alternatively, if the
specimen has a high enough internal friction that it does not squeeze out through the
sides when pressed in the middle, the distribution cap can be placed on a porous stone
(coarser than the sample), which rests on the specimen.
3. Place the upper half of the saturation chamber on top and tighten its bolts. In case of
the setup with springs, take care not to load the springs eccentrically, and tighten all
bolts at the same time to keep the chamber ceiling horizontal.
4. Connect the chamber to the oil vacuum pump and start vacuuming.
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5. Start deairing the water in the deaerator. These two processes will take about the
same amount of time (at least twenty minutes) with both vacuum pumps operational.
6. Stop the deaerator, disconnect it from the centrifugal vacuum pump, and open it to the
atmosphere. Turn off the disconnected centrifugal vacuum pump.
7. Disconnect the chamber from the vacuum and connect it to the deaerator. Turn off the
disconnected oil vacuum pipe.
8. Disconnect the chamber from the deaerator and connect it to the PVD.
9. Turn the PVD control on and to analog.
10. Wait for 24 hours.
11. Check if the temperature control of the thermal insulation cabinet for the experiment
is working, as described in the previous section.
12. Turn the PVD control to manual and set the rate to decrease at about 0.1 atm/sec.
13. Monitor the witness transducer reading. Turn the PVD off when the pressure inside is
about atmospheric.
14. Open the valve of the topmost outlet to the atmosphere (not the one that connects
with the PVD).
15. Place a container under the lowest outlet and drain the chamber through there.
16. Unscrew the bolts and take off the upper half of the chamber (and the springs,
distribution cap, porous stone, etc).
17. Take the tensiometer out by holding it vertical at all times.
4.3. Specimen Preparation
Throughout this research, the specimens were prepared either dry or moist before going
into the saturation chamber, or were saturated separately and placed on the saturated
tensiometer.
4.3.1. Saturated
This method is preferred only for clays and fine silts due to its difficulty with coarse
particles and inapplicability of the other methods to very fine materials. It is applicable
for very uniform coarse materials, as well. The sample is saturated separately from the
tensiometer, and placed on the device just before the test.
- Submerge the material to be tested and mix thoroughly with as little water as possible,
but in enough water that leaves no stationary particles while mixing. (i.e. make a dense
suspension)
- Immediately after mixing, pour the mixture in a flask. The time between these two
steps should be minimal (less than a second) in order not to allow the larger particles to
settle and remain in the mixing vessel. (If the mixing vessel is the flask itself, skip this
step.)
- If available put a magnetic stirrer in the flask (advised).
- Apply vacuum into the flask to deair the water for at least about 30 minutes. If a
magnetic stirrer is used, keep it running throughout the vacuuming process at enough
speed to keep all soil particles in suspension. If not, every few minutes, disperse the
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settled particles by swirling, but not shaking the flask vigorously (If the flask is shaken
vigorously, some of the suspension may be sucked into the vacuum setup). Long times
of swirling may be necessary for fine materials.
- After the vacuum is applied, the sample is saturated and ready for testing; proceed to
section 4.4.1.
4.3.2. Dry
This process is before saturation of the tensiometer and the sample; it leads to their
saturation together. It works satisfactorily for uniform particles and angular particles
(both coarse grained).
Fit the retaining ring on the tensiometer and fill it with the uniform granular material. To
densify the specimen, tap the retaining ring for a while.
4.3.3. Moist and Compacted
This process is also before
saturation of the tensiometer
and the sample, and ends in the
saturation of both, as well. It
works satisfactorily for all
coarse-grained material. It is not
preferred when dry preparation
is applicable because of the
extra effort needed.
- Fit the retaining ring on the
tensiometer. Fit an additional
retaining ring on top, even if
the specimen will be lower
than the height of the first
ring.
- Mix about 30-35 gr. sample
with very little water (1-2%)
to bring the sample to the
consistency of snow, as Figure 4.5. Compacting
shown in Figure 4.3. Keep the specimen
mixing until it becomes
homogeneous (15 to 30
minutes).
- Put the sample into the retaining ring and compact it. There may be different ways of
compaction. The important thing here is having a standard procedure for the
compaction of all test samples. The procedure used for this research is described as the
next steps.
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- Compaction is done in three layers, 25 tamps per layer (as in Proctor compaction test).
Put enough material into the retaining ring to have 1/3 of the height full after
compaction. This is usually equivalent to about half of the height uncompacted.
- A pocket penetrometer with the large shoe is used for compaction, because it has
gradations to show the applied pressure.
* Before compacting, flatten the surface just by releasing the weight of the pocket
penetrometer on the material to make it like a layer rather than the chunks of material
sticking together.
" Press the penetrometer on the center of the
specimen until it starts sinking in. This counts
as the first tamp.
* Put one tamp to the top, bottom, right, left,
top-right, bottom-left, top-left and bottom-
right of the surface (the broken line in Figure
4.6), touching the inner edge of the retaining
ring with the penetrometer at each tamp. Each
of these tamps should be barely enough to
initiate a bearing capacity failure in the
specimen. Each tamp should push down the
material that climbed up the retaining ring as a
result of the previous tamps.
24
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Figure 4.6. Tamping sequence
used in this research
* Repeat the cycle in the previous step twice more (Figure 4.6). However, since by
now the specimen is somewhat compacted, higher pressures will be required. This is
about 10-20kg/cm 2 for glass beads, 30-50kg/cm 2 for NJFS and above 50kg/cm 2 for
min-u-sil-40.
* Scarify the top 1 mm of the layer. The loosened material may remain inside.
- Put two more layers of material and repeat the previous five steps (the ones marked
with '6") for each layer.
- Take off the additional retaining ring.
- Scrape the entire top surface minimally, but enough to be at least 5mm lower than the
top of the retaining ring. The surface should be carved as flat and horizontal as possible.
A sharp tool may be used to carve the perimeter of the surface touching the retaining
ring.
- Blow air on the specimen from the side strongly, but briefly. Wear safety goggles (or
keep your eyes closed as you blow), and do not inhale immediately after blowing.
Alternatively, a pipe connected to an air compressor may be passed over the specimen
briefly. This is a better procedure because it allows the use of a safety mask.
4.4. Drying Test
The two preliminary steps below are to be carried out before taking the tensiometer out
from the saturation chamber.
- Check if the voltage supply is set to the desired input voltage correctly (5.5 volts).
- Start the steps with the Styrofoam box not around the mass balance.
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After taking the tensiometer (and the specimen in case of dry or moist specimen
preparation) out of the saturation chamber;
- Wipe any water droplets off the data acquisition cable, the sides of the tensiometer or
the retaining ring.
- Place the tensiometer on the stand, slightly offset so that the data acquisition cable can
come out through the same (top) opening. When using T6 1, the bottom nut of the
tensiometer should be in the stand.
- The data acquisition cable should be fixed both
somewhere on and off the scale. The cable between the
fixed points should be straight, but not tense. It should
not contact anything except the mass balance and it
should leave the surface of the balance through the hole
at the back corner of the styrofoam box. Note that these
two fixed points are the ends of the thin wire connection
in case of T61 (Figure 4.7, which is the same as Figure
3.19). Rotate the tensiometer and cable on the balance,
and then plug the data acquisition cable into its socket, in
such a way that when released, the cable stays
approximately in the desired position. Figure 4.7
demonstrates the cable orientation that was used in this
research. The cable is placed along first the front then the
right side over the balance platform, and leaving it at the
top-right, towards the data acquisition socket. Figure 4.7.
- Fix the cable at the chosen points with electrical tape Thin wire connection
(any other strong tape is acceptable, as well). The tapes in the test setup.
should be as tense as possible. The ends of the tapes
should be taped as well. In the figure, for the outside fixed point, the cylinder is taped
around its perimeter, holding both ends of the tape that holds the cable. The tapes that
fix the cable to the balance platform are fixed on the left end by the weight of the setup,
and on the right end by a tape on the lateral surface of the platform (not visible from the
angle the picture was taken from).
4.4.1. For Saturated Preparation
- Remove the excess water in the retaining ring first with a large syringe, then paper
towel, leaving only enough water to cover the tensiometer face.
4.4.1.1. Uniform Coarse Materials
- Let the particles settle down. (uniform materials don't have separation problem
while precipitating)
- Tilt the flask and gather the sample to one side of its base. The particles must not
contact the air, and waves and bubbles should not appear on the water surface.
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- Hold the flask over the tensiometer so that its mouth is just above the device. Using
the scoop, take material from the flask with as much water as possible. Pour this
material into the retaining ring as soon as possible (before the water is drained),
from as close to the tensiometer face as possible. Fill the retaining ring this way, up
to 5mm or more distance to its top edge.
- If necessary, remove or add distilled water so that there is 4-5mm clear water above
the specimen.
4.4.1.2. Fine Materials
- Even after removing the flask from vacuum, the rotating motion (swirl but not
shake) must be continued to keep the suspension mobile from the time it is taken
out of the vacuum setup until the instant of specimen placement. The aim of this
mixing is to keep the water running while preserving a smooth (but not necessarily
flat) air-suspension interface.
- Put the end of the scoop into the retaining ring so that it will act like a channel.
Slowly pour the contents of the flask on the scoop. Fill the retaining ring.
- With a paper towel, dry any droplet that splashed on the balance platform, or onto the
sides of the retaining ring, tensiometer or the stand.
- Place the styrofoam box in place, with no contact to the data acquisition cable or the
mass balance.
- Insert the temperature probe from the side hole until it is close to the tensiometer body.
Secure it in place by fixing it (tape, staple, or etc.) to the side of the hole.
- For shorter equilibration time in case of fine material, put desiccant bags on the walls of
the styrofoam box. (For the coarse material, the equilibration time is determined by the
height of clean water above the specimen.)
- Close the thermal insulation cabinet.
- Check the stability of input and output voltages from the voltmeter. Check once more if
the temperature control works as described in section 4.2.3, step 9. Check the room
temperature (it should be below 22'C).
- Start data acquisition. (See section 4.5 below)
- Monitor the suction data after a day and look for a relatively large increase that took
place throughout a short time (an hour, for example) as the air entry. After that, suction
will be increasing for 1-3 days up to the suction capacity of the tensiometer and will
end abruptly with a drop in suction to 0.6-0.9 bars (Figure 4.8). The test is over when
this drop is observed in the data, but leaving the specimen in the setup for more time
does not effect the results unless there is electronic drift in the devices.
- Take the tensiometer and the specimen out of the setup, and determine the gravimetric
water content of the specimen. This has to be done using the entire specimen, because
the total mass of the specimen is required for calculations. The retaining ring must be
taken off and both the ring and the face of the tensiometer must be cleaned into the
water content tare.
- Stop data acquisition.
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4.5. Data Acquisition
The data acquisition programs are self-explanatory with the questions they ask. In this
section, only relevant details and bugs are explained, but not the operation of the
programs.
A 1-minute interval is the necessary data resolution around AEP and reaching the
capacity. This corresponds to maximum 5000 readings during the whole test. If less data
are desired, the test can be monitored by the operator in order to increase the interval to 5
minutes in the monotone parts of the test (i.e. linear parts of the curve in Figure 4.8), but
this is not advised for inexperienced users.
For simultaneous data acquisition, first set the local data acquisition with scale.bas or
daqi 170d.bas, but stop at "Press enter to start the test". Then set the central data
acquisition, because it can be set to start after a user-determined amount of time. Set
enough time to go from the central to local computer. Check the chronometer and press
enter on the local data acquisition at the right moment.
4.5.1. Scale.bas
- The operator has to edit the second line of the function "Zeroes" for the output file
name before every use.
- The program is unable to take readings after midnight with the computer's time, so
when starting an experiment, the computer time should be set to zero, and the program
should be restarted before 24 hours elapse with a new resetting of the time.
- The program takes only the mass reading at 1-minute intervals.
4.5.2. Daq1170d.bas
- The program takes a little while to take a reading (data integration time + processing
speed), so if the operator inputs 60 seconds as the interval, the readings may be at every
60.5 seconds for example. Therefore, the interval should be set as 59.5 seconds for this
case. This delay length can be determined after a few trials.
- The operator should keep in mind that the program does not take readings while the
graph settings are being changed.
- Set the program to read both mass and suction, so that a linear plot of the SMC curve
and its progress can be observed while the test is running (the program does not plot in
log scale).
4.5.3. Central Data Acquisition
- Windows Explorer has to be open at all times.
- The CDAq can be set to take at most 1000 readings. In order to take 5000 continuous
readings, it should be set to 1000 and then 1000 more readings should be added four
times. While adding the new batch of readings, care should be taken not to change the
time of the next reading, which is changed according to the "time to start" of the
additional readings.
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- From the program, only the last 1000 readings of a test can be monitored. In order to
see the older readings, the test should be saved while still running (this does not stop
the data acquisition) and then the file.dat can be opened with Notepad.
4.6. Data Processing
Thousands of data are manageable only by a worksheet program. In this research,
Microsoft Excel 2000 was used. Column-by-column explanation of data were obtained is
below. An example worksheet and necessary plots are given in Appendices 4.1 and 4.2.
Columni, Time (sec): Copied from the data acquisition files.
Column2, Vin (volts): Copied from the central data acquisition file.
Column3, V0,ut of temperature probe (volts): Copied from the central data acquisition file.
Column4, V0ut of tensiometer (volts): Copied from the central data acquisition file.
Column5, Vnormalized of temperature probe (volts): Column3 / Column2
Column6, Vnormalized of tensiometer (volts): Column4 / Column2
Column7, Temperature (C): Column5 substituted for Vout/Vin in Eq.3.3 in section 3.5.3.
Column8, Measured matric suction (bar):
= (Column6-first reading of Column6) x Calibration factor x 0.9807
Column9, Mass reading (gr): Copied from the local data acquisition file.
Column10, Mass of specimen (gr):
= Column9 - (last reading of Column9 - wet mass in the water content determination)
Column 11, Gravimetric water content (%):
= (Column10 - dry mass in the w.c. determination) x 100 / dry mass in w.c.determination
At this point, three graphs are plotted (see Appendix 4.2):
Temperature - time (Columns 7vsl) : To check the temperature control. It should be
constant (i0.2'C).
Water Content - time (Columns 1 vs 1) : To check for mass reading jumps. It should be
continuous. If there are any discontinuities, add/substract that magnitude to/from all
readings in Column9 prior to the discontinuity, so that the discontinuity will disappear.
Discontinuities occur only due to external effects, such as when somebody hits the lab
bench.
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Matric suction (log scale if desired) - time (Columns 8vs1) : To obtain the reference
suction reading. This is the suction zero after the equilibration time. It is the value at
which the logsuction-time curve suddenly starts to increase after a long time of being
constant during the equilibration time (see Figure 4.8).
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Column12, Corrected matric suction (bar): Column8 - reference suction reading
Finally, the SMC curve is plotted as Columns 12 vs 11. Only the points between the
reference suction point and the point with the maximum suction value are plotted.
4.7. Timing
The whole procedure described in this section takes 3 to 4 days
presents the separate lengths of different parts of the procedure.
in total. Table 4.1
Setting up Duration Stopping
Dry specimen preparation* - - -
Moist specimen preparation* hour - -
Saturation 1 hour 1 day % hour
Saturated specimen preparation* 10 minutes hour 5 minutes
The drying test 20 minutes 2-3 days 10 minutes
Data Processing - 2 -1 hour -
*: Only one of these three takes place in a single experiment.
Table 4.1. Lengths of steps of SMC curve determination (in sequential order)
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4.X. Appendices
Appendix 4.1. SMC curve data processing worksheet.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Elapsed Input Temp. Suction Temp. Suction Temp. Measurd Mass Specimn wv by Matric
time Voltage Vout Vout Vout/Vin VoutMin suction reading mass mass Sucdon
(sec) (volts) (volts) (volts) () () (oC) (bar) (g) (g) (%/) (bar)
0 -5,6097 -0,08501 -0,00063 0,01515 0,00011 20,7412 1E-08 558,91 26,836 37,8326 -0,016
60 -5,6097 -0,08508 -0,00063 0,01517 0,00011 20,8309 0,00012 558,91 26,836 37,8326 -0,0159
120 -5,6097 -0,08622 -0,00063 0,01537 0,00011 22,4094 0,00012 558,91 26,836 37,8326 -0,0159
180 -5,6097 -0,08526 -0,00063 0,0152 0,00011 21,0829 0,00025 558,91 26,836 37,8326 -0,0158
240 -5,6097 -0,08637 -0,00063 0,0154 0,00011 22,6133 0,00025 558,91 26,836 37,8326 -0,0158
300 -5,6097 -0,08532 -0,00063 0,01521 0,00011 21,1587 0,00037 558,91 26,836 37,8326 -0,0156
360 -5,6097 -0,08658 -0,00063 0,01543 0,00011 22,9201 0,00037 558,91 26,836 37,8326 -0,015
420 -5,6097 -0,08548 -0,00063 0,01524 0,00011 21,3792 0,00049 558,92 26,846 37,8839 -0,0155
480 -5,6097 -0,08669 -0,00063 0,01545 0,00011 23,0753 0,00049 558,92 26,846 37,8839 -0,0155
540 -5,6097 -0,08551 -0,00063 0,01524 0,00011 21,4161 0,00074 558,92 26,846 37,8839 -0,0153
600 -5,6097 -0,08673 -0,00063 0,01546 0,00011 23,1316 0,00074 558,92 26,846 37,8839 -0,0153
660 -5,6097 -0,08556 -0,00063 0,01525 0,00011 21,49 0,00086 558,92 26,846 37,8839 -0,0151
720 -5,6097 -0,08692 -0,00064 0,01549 0,00011 23,404 0,00098 558,92 26,846 37,8839 -0,015
780 -5,6097 -0,08565 -0,00064 0,01527 0,00011 21,615 0,00111 558,92 26,846 37,8839 -0,0149
840 -5,6097 -0,08694 -0,00064 0,0155 0,00011 23,4419 0,00111 558,92 26,846 37,8839 -0,0149
900 -5,6097 -0,0857 -0,00064 0,01528 0,00011 21,6853 0,00123 558,92 26,846 37,8839 -0,0148
960 -5,6097 -0,08698 -0,00064 0,0155 0,00011 23,4886 0,00135 558,92 26,846 37,8839 -0,0146
Appendix 4.2. Plots that are checked in data processing.
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5. EXPERIMENTS and RESULTS
5.1. Specimen Materials
Along the course of this research, a variety of particulate materials were tested or used,
each of them for different purposes. These materials are described below.
5.1.1. Glass Beads
The primary testing material for the modeling of a drying matrix in the preceding
research had been fractionated glass beads. This material has a borosilicate composition.
Its specific gravity is measured as 2.43 (Sjoblom, 2000). With their smooth and regular
spherical geometry and unified composition, glass beads are very suitable for exploring
and correlating porous matrix parameters.
The glass beads were obtained, not fractionated, in the laboratory from a previous
research project (Sjoblom, 2000). Using available sieves in the laboratory, the beads were
separated into the following fractions (diameter, in gm): 0-53, 53-75, 75-90, 90-106, 106-
125, 125-150, 212-250, 250-300, 300+. As the size decreases, due to the increasing
number of reflecting/refracting surfaces, the color of the sample goes from glassy to
white.
Gap-graded specimens that are composed of two different fractions of glass beads were
also tested as discussed in section 5.3.4.3. The smallest and largest size fractions
available and fine enough for obtaining useful results (According to Sjoblom, materials
with grain size larger than 425 pm are not predicted satisfactorily with the MIT AEP
prediction because gravitational forces on pore water starts to gain significance) are 53-
75 and 250-300 gm. These two size fractions will be called "fines" and "coarses" in this
section. The grain size distributions of specimens that were mixed at different ratios are
presented in Figure 5.1, with an illustration of size comparison in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.1. Grain size distributions of gap graded glass beads
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Figure 5.2. Comparison of the two
glass bead sizes, drawn to same
scale. Minimum and maximum
sizes are drawn for each fraction.
At these sizes, fine beads are not able to pass between three coarse beads, but they easily
pass through between four. For this pair of sizes, volume and saturated water content
(directly proportional to void ratio) calculations were carried out for various packing
geometries, as represented in Table 5.1. In these calculations the unit volumes are
selected such that each of them has a total of 1 coarse sphere; and the matrix can be
divided into unit volumes. Number of fines per coarse bead, i.e. number of fines per unit
volume, is simply counted from physically constructed models (Figures 5.3 to 5.6).
Coarses CUBIC TETRAHEDRAL
Fines None Loosest Densest None Loosest Densest
Figure 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6
unit volume Cube loctahedron + 2tetrahedrons
Vunit 8 5.657
#fine/coarse 0 32 58 0 6 11
%fine 0 26.0 38.9 0 6.2 10.8
Vsphere 4.189
Vvoids 3.811 2.340 1.145 1.468 1.192 0.962
Vsolids 4.189 5.660 6.855 4.189 4.465 4.694
Sat. wc % 37.4 17.0 6.9 14.4 11.0 8.4
Table 5.1. Densest and loosest gap-graded packings. (for Coarse radius = 1 unit)
The table above presents calculations for
assumed packings where all coarses are in
contact with each other and all pores are filled
with fines. Therefore, these calculations give the
lower boundaries of saturated water contents for
the mixing percentages of 39, 6 and 11 %. The
configuration of loose fines in cubic coarse
beads does not constitute a lower boundary
because the coarse beads still have space to
densify. The table also gives boundaries for the
saturated water content of a uniform specimen
of glass beads between 14.4 and 37.4 %.
Figure 5.3. Loose packing of fine beads in the pores of loosely (cubic) packed coarse
beads. The figure shows 1/8 of a unit volume with 4 fine beads. 8x4 32
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Figure 5.4. Dense packing of fine beads in
the pores of loosely (cubic) packed coarse
beads. The figure shows 1/8 of a unit
volume with 7.25 fine beads. 8x7.25 = 58
Figure 5.5. Loose packing of fine
beads in the pores of densely
(tetrahedral) packed coarse beads.
The figure shows a whole unit
volume. Dashed arrows show pores
on the other side of the unit volume.
Each octahedral pore contains 4 fine
beads and each tetrahedral pore
contains 1 fine bead. 4 + 2= 6
Figure 5.6. Dense packing of fine beads in the pores of densely (tetrahedral) packed
coarse beads. The figure shows 1/8 of an octahedral void with 1.125 fine beads. The
remaining two tetrahedral voids of the unit volume each contain 1 fine bead.
8x1.125 + 2 = 11
5.1.2. New Jersey Fine Sand (NJFS)
This beige-colored fine sand was purchased from WHIBCO, Inc., New Jersey. It had
been separated using the #30 sieve (0.6mm) and the retained portion had been removed
(Ivanov, 2001). The grain size distribution as given by the supplier is shown in Figure
5.7, together with that of the min-u-sil 40. The particle can be observed visually through a
powerful magnifying glass to be subrounded/rounded and equidimensional.
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Figure 5.7. Grain size distributions ofNJFS and min-u-sil 40.
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5.1.3. Min-u-sil 40 Silt
In its dry form, min-u-sil 40 is undistinguishable from flour by physical examination. It
had been separated from a material with more widely distributed grain sizes by the
supplier. It was purchased from WHIBCO, Inc., New Jersey. The company gives its grain
size distribution as in Figure 5.7. A micrograph taken by a Scanning Electron
Microscope is presented as Appendix 5.1. The micrograph suggests the abundance of fine
particles of sizes 1-5 gm, perhaps even more than the 25% suggested by the grain size
distribution. The larger particles seem to be angular but equidimensional.
5.1.4. Fractionated Boston Blue Clay
Resedimented Boston Blue Clay
(RBBC) has been used in the
MIT Geotechnical laboratory for
forty years and its properties are
well-documented (Cauble 1996,
Force 1998). Table 5.2
summarizes properties of RBBC.
The grain size distribution is
given in Appendix 5.2.
Table 5.2. Properties of RBBC (Force, 1998)
23.5±1.1%
46.1±0.9%
2.78-2.785
11.6±1.5%
4.4%
Plastic Limit
Liquid Limit
Specific gravity of solids
Salt content (based on KCl)
Loss on Ignition (ASTM)
RBBC was previously tested with the MIT setup by Sjoblom. Since this soil has grains of
variable sizes, it does not exhibit any distinct air entry value. For this research, it was
used to provide different particle geometry and smaller pore size. It was separated into
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fractions and each fraction was tested individually. The separation was done by repetitive
sedimentation. This process required the material to be washed beforehand, in order to
remove the salts and to disperse the particles. The soil to be fractionated was washed
several times before the sedimentation. The fractions are calculated using sedimentation
equations (ASTM D4221-90) are 0-5, 5-7, 7-11, 11-19, 19-26, 26-36 (average grain sizes,
in gm); and are marked in Appendix 5.2. Micrographs of these fractions are available as
Appendices 5.3 to 5.7.
The particles are very angular and one of the dimensions is often significantly smaller
than the other two (flake-like particles). Although the majority of the particles observed
in the micrographs lies in the size range that had been calculated using sedimentation
equations, some particles of up to three times the estimated size were detected. It is also
observed that these larger particles are also the thinner ones, suggesting that flake
particles sink slower than equidimensional particles.
5.1.5. Vicksburg Buckshot Clay
VBC is one of the soils used by Table 5.3. Properties of VBC (Sjoblom, 2000)ASTM for a recent inter-laboratory
testing program and was obtained Plastic Limit 20.4%
from ASTM. It is a high plasticity Liquid Limit 59.7%
material. Its properties are presented Specific gravity of solids 2.726
in Table 5.3.
5.2. Equipment Performance Tests
In addition to the design usage of the tensiometers and the methodology, a few different
experimental setups were attempted for either verifying or improving the performance of
the equipment. Unfortunately, none of these set-ups were successful. The observations
and the speculated reasons of failure are explained below.
5.2.1. Verification: Relative Humidity
In order to ascertain that the physical concept is understood correctly, the suction
measurements need to be verified. For this purpose, some suction measurements were
planned to be taken on known suction values. The relative humidity of salt solutions has
suction values that are calculated theoretically by thermodynamics.
Relative humidity is commonly used to compute total suction values. Observations from
the prior research indicated that soils dried even in condensing (100% humid)
environments. Tests using relative humidity to induce suction may bring valuable insights
to this problem, as well. Thermodynamics give the suction of humid air as;
Suction = -135 022 kPa . ln(RH) (Fredlund, 1993)........................Eq. 5.1
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, where RH is the ratio of the amount of water in air existing as humidity to maximum
amount of water that can exist so.
Salt solutions of various concentrations
(Zinc Sulphate Heptahydrate) were tested
with T3.1, predicting 3 bars of suction,
but all of the measurements exceeded the
tensiometer's capacity, which was 9.5
bars at the time of testing. When the
process was carried out with deaired pure
water, suction values exceeded the
device capacity again. After several
changes in the setup (final setup is
illustrated in Figure 5.8) and the
procedure, excessive suction was still
able to drain the porous ceramic easily
(i.e. exceed device capacity), even
through 100% humid air. This branch of
the research was abandoned.
of NaCl (Sodium Chloride) and ZnSO4.7H 20
Data uisition Rosette
Strain Gauge
Sealing
I100%humid air
Deaired Transparent
Pure Water Retaining Jar
Figure 5.8. Final relative humidity test setup
Eq.5.1 gives the relative humidity as 99.3% for the suction value of 950kPa (the capacity
of T3.1 at the time of the experiments). Thus, even if the air were 1% less humid than
saturation, no data would be obtained. The humidity is 100% when condensation bubbles
appear on the walls of the retaining jar, provided that the system is isothermal. Therefore,
the excessive tension measurements are not caused by the lack of saturation.
These unexpectedly high suction values are not caused by thermodynamics of surface
curvature, either. A possible cause of these observations could be that the volatility of
concave water-air boundaries (i.e. capillary surface) is less than that of the flat interfaces.
According to the thermodynamics of interfaces, surface curvature affects the free energy
of the liquid in such a way that the vapor pressure of a concave liquid surface is smaller
than that of a flat surface (Adamson, 1960).
The explanation that is found to be most likely is the lack of thermal equilibrium due to
the heat generated by the pressure transducer of the device (see Section 5.2.3). Water is
transferred from the warmer pores of the ceramic stone to the cooler pool of water.
5.2.2. Sustaining Long Term Tension
This experiment was run in order to observe the long-term performance of the setup. In
order to sustain a constant water tension in a porous medium, the water content has to
remain constant. This requires prevention of vaporization, i.e. use of a sealed container.
From this point of view, the setup becomes similar to the relative humidity setup (instead
of the ceramic in the relative humidity setup, the porous medium is the specimen + the
ceramic, and both setups are air-sealed); therefore, it is expected to have the same
problem of loss of water in the porous medium.
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In this setup, the porous medium is the ceramic plus the specimen. In order to minimize
the undesired changes in water content due to saturation of air sealed inside the retaining
ring and vaporization due to imperfect sealing, the amount of water in the pores should be
maximized. Therefore, the specimen size was increased three times, to 6-7 cm height, and
was prepared by compacting in 9 layers (a normal specimen of 2-2.5 cm height is
compacted in 3 layers).
wc= 5%
Glass Beads
(125-150 m)
wc= 2%
1~
Y
1~
Paraffin
Paper
Condensation
Droplet
Retaining Ring
Extension
0-ring
Modified
Copper
Gasket
Modified
Nut
Figure 5.9. Long term testing of T6.1
As a result, the long-term test was
configured similar to the suction
experiments, but with an extended
retaining ring and a surface seal
(Figure 5.9). The specimen is
selected as 125-150 gm glass beads,
and is mixed at 5% water content,
which corresponds to 0.085 bars of
suction (see Figure 5.17 for the SMC
curve of this material). Higher
suctions were expected because some
of the initial water content would be
drawn to saturate (humidify) the air in
the pores and over the specimen.
A plot of suction versus time for this
test is given in Appendix 5.8. One
week after the start of the experiment,
the suction capacity of the
tensiometer was exceeded. Large
condensation bubbles were observed
on the inside face of the paraffin
paper, showing 100% humidity, as
had been the case in the relative
humidity tests.
Residual water content of the specimen was determined at three different locations as 2%,
3% and 5% from bottom to top, respectively. This indicates that the water was drawn
from the specimen to the condensation droplets (this conclusion was reached due to the
fact that the bubbles are the only water bodies in the system that increase in size.) The
upper parts have more water because as the condensation droplets grow, some of them
fall back to the specimen, keeping the upper parts more wet compared to the lower part.
The variation in the final water contents throughout the specimen also indicates that the
cause for the water loss at the bottom of the specimen is the heat generated by the device.
The lower parts of the specimen are warmer, thus, drier; and the upper parts are cooler, so
the water content is higher (see Section 5.2.3).
Similar to the relative humidity tests, this test did not work, and this branch of the
research was abandoned.
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5.2.3. Verification of Thermal Equilibrium
The pressure transducer has electricity flowing through its wires, and electricity generates
heat. When a suction test was run on a specimen with a temperature probe inside,
touching the face of the tensiometer, the temperature was observed to be up to 2*C higher
than the environment. This temperature difference is enough increase the free energy of
water in the device over that of cooler water bodies (pool or condensation droplet). Thus,
water migrates from the pores of the ceramic to any other water body in the same closed
container. This explains why the porous ceramic dried and the tensiometer capacity was
exceeded in sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2.
5.2.4. Capacity: Clay Interface
The capacity of the tensiometer is defined by the maximum pore sizes of the porous
ceramics. When the suction capacity of the tensiometer is reached, the tension carried by
the water in the device suddenly drops several bars. Due to sudden drops in tension,
cracks form in the brittle ceramic stone. If these cracks connect the surface to the
reservoir inside the tensiometer, the capacity of the device is reduced to the air entry
pressure of the crack. If a finer material can be placed in between the soil sample and
tensiometer, capacities as high as the AEP of the fine cover material can be achieved,
theoretically.
The T3.1 has lost its 22-bar capacity and it has degraded down to 2 bars. Therefore it was
used in this process, with the new designation T3.2. The fine material is obtained by
sedimentation of a high plasticity clay (Vicksburg Buckshot).
There was a concern that the air might prematurely
enter into the specimen and contact the ceramic
through the clay steel interface. To overcome this
problem, the steel rim around the porous ceramic
was coated with epoxy, and the epoxy was coated
with clay particles, as shown in Figure 5.10. This
made, the problematic interface clay-to-clay,
which is the same as rest of the fine material.
Transparent
Retaining
Specimen Ring
i Clay covered
incm mag al Epoxy
ceramic[ Epoxy
- O-Ring
Rosette
After a few trials, this technique was observed to ' Strain Gauge
have three major deficiencies: The loss of water ii
content measurement capability (with negative Data quisition
pore pressures, the specimen draws water from the Figure 5.10. T3.2 with specimen.
fine material, which just shrinks instead of drawing
the same amount of water from the device, i.e. the system loses hydraulic connection),
the shrinkage of the fine material (loss of initial geometry, cracking of fine material), and
the delicateness of the procedure (the operator has to pour the sample material on the fine
material very slowly, otherwise the sample material sinks and contacts the ceramic). This
branch of the research was also abandoned.
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5.2.5. Effects of Repeated Testing on Capacity
Although it has been observed that the Kochi University ceramics disintegrate after
repetitive testing, an exception was observed. The last stone on the T6.1 did not crack or
disintegrate. It had a capacity of over 13 bars during its first test; this capacity degraded
to 5 bars after a few tests (the figure below does not include these couple of tests between
the highest and lowest values because the data from these were not recorded due to the
fact that these tests solely aimed to refine the procedures). This effect is due to the failure
of the ceramic structure leading to increased pore sizes.
However, after several further tests the capacity of this stone started to consistently
increase to an eventual capacity of 11.6 bars (Figure 5.11). That was the end of the tests
for this research, so whether it might have increased further is unknown. This effect was
previously observed on IC Tensiometers that use Soil Moisture Corporation stones by
Ridley and Burland (1993) and Tarantino et. al. (2000). This effect is because saturation
of the porous stones improves after repetitive saturation (micro-bubbles will be less likely
to get stuck in micro-cracks, and the micro-bubbles that do get stuck will get smaller after
every saturation cycle).
Figure 5.11. The capacity history of T61.
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5.3. Suction Tests
Several of the materials tested are close to uniform, therefore they have distinct AEP
values. In all tests, finer fractions gave higher suction values, as expected (Section 2.4).
In most of the tests, immediately after air entry, a significant portion (10-60%) of the
suction was lost abruptly (at most 1-2 minutes). This is believed to be because surface
tension of water breaks as a brittle failure. Then, water is slowly re-tensed as the porous
matrix dries.
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In all suction tests, the water content was observed to vary linearly (or very close to
linear) with time. This observation is in parallel to Fischer (1923), which was explained
in section 2.4. This result indicates that the SMC curves obtained, and presented below
approximately represent the suction history of the test, as well (the water content axis can
be replaced by an approximate time axis that increases from top to bottom of the graphs).
5.3.1. Tests on Uncompacted Soil Specimens
These tests had been performed before the process that was described in section 4.3.3.
(moist and compacted specimen, saturated with the tensiometer) was developed. This
section presents the results from the tests that were performed on uncompacted soil
specimens. These specimens and the tensiometer were saturated separately. The saturated
soil sample was then scooped or poured onto the saturated tensiometer. The procedure is
described in detail in Section 4.3.1.
5.3.1.1. Tests on Sand
The NJFS was tested for two reasons: It was the material being tested in another research
project at the Institute, in which the air entry pressure can be measured during wetting
(Ivanov, 2001). This value is marked on Figure 5.12 and is lower than the drying AEP's.
This difference is due to the hysterisis between drying and wetting as it was previously
explained in section 2.4.
Figure 5.12. SMC curves of NJFS
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Although the second halves of the curves coincide nicely, the results turned out to have a
large variation in the starting points of the tests, as shown by the dark curves in Figure
5.12. This resulted from the lack of control during specimen placement, which yielded
significant differences in the initial density of the specimen.
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5.3.1.2. Tests on Silt
The initial purpose in testing the min-u-sil 40 was just to have another data point on the
AEP correlation (RBBC fractions were tested later). The results from the first tests are
presented as the dark curves in Figure 5.14. The inconsistency between the saturated
water contents of the two tests show that their initial densities are different, just like the
two tests on NJFS that were described above.
Figure 5.14. SMC curves of min-u-sil 40. The dark curves are
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Figure 5.13. SMC curves of a low-plasticity
residual soil of gneiss, compacted at various
relative densities using modified Proctor
(Marinho et. al.,2000).
Studies show that for different initial densities of
the same soil, the steep portions of the curves
coincide (virgin drying line) (Figure 5.13). The
curves in Figure 5.12 are in line with this
observation. It should be noted that this is valid
plotted for water content; the steep portions do not coincide,
not unique when the SMC curve is plotted for the degree of
The steep parts of the curves do not coincide, as was the case with NJFS. This is believed
to be because this group of tests was performed before the need for a long temperature
equilibrium time was discovered. Therefore, the suction values relating to the curves in
Figure 5.14 are not necessarily reliable.
Another obvious feature of these curves is the sudden drop in suction in the middle of the
test. At the end of the test, the dry specimen was observed to have a crust with pearly
luster (can reflect the light) indicating a coating of fine particles. This problem of
heterogeneity results from separation of grain sizes when the specimen suspension is
poured onto the tensiometer, as in a hydrometer test. This explains the peculiar shape of
the dark SMC curves in Figure 5.14. The curve goes to a high AEP at the beginning
because the only specimen surface in contact with air is the fine layer. The fine layer has
a higher AEP than the coarse layer. Once the fine layer is invaded and air contacts the
coarse layer, the sustainable suction for the same water content suddenly drops. This
happens at 60% degree of saturation, and this is believed to indicate that 40% of the pore
volume is confined among the fines (see the micrograph in Appendix 5.1) on top of the
coarses.
5.3.2. Tests on Compacted Soil Specimens
In order to overcome the problems mentioned above (initial density variation and
heterogeneity), a moist and compacted specimen preparation and saturation method was
devised, as was detailed in Section 4.3.3. The results of the tests that utilized the new
preparation methods are plotted in light color (orange) in Figures 5.12 and 5.14.
The tests on NJFS show two SMC curves of exactly the same shape (only with less than
2% difference in saturated water contents). These data show that the specimen
preparation process is repeatable.
The SMC curve on min-u-sil 40 is smooth when prepared with the moist compacted
preparation method (Section 4.3.3). This shows that the new method achieves
homogeneity.
5.3.3. Tests on RBBC Fractions
These tests were undertaken for observing particle shape effects, if any (all other
materials that were tested are more or less equidimensional), and for obtaining data points
as fine as, or finer than, the preceding tests. The results are presented in Figure 5.15
below, together with the SMC curve of the non-fractioned RBBC that was trimmed and
consolidated to 1 kg/cm 2 (Sjoblom, 2000).
In this case, the differences in saturation water content are more likely caused by mass
measurement errors. The mass balance used in these tests is known to occasionally lose
electronic stability, in which case it drifts from the true reading.
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5.3.4. Tests on Glass Beads
5.3.4.1. Tests without Temperature Control
The effects of temperature (Sections 3.4.1 and 4.6) on the tensiometers were discovered
at a relatively late stage of the research. Among the old data, large temperature variation
was observed at the time of the research on glass beads. Therefore, most of the tests had
Figure 5.16. SMC curves of tests with no tenperature control
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Figure 5.15. SMC curves of RBBC silt fractions
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to be repeated. This section illustrates the impact temperature variation can have on a
suction test.
Figure 5.16 shows two tests on the same sample of glass beads (gap-graded beads, 50%
fine beads), with the portion of the curve corresponding to nighttime marked. Weak
temperature control means that the temperature controller did not give heat sufficient to
compensate the heat loss due to the large difference between the temperatures outside and
inside the test cabinet. In the case illustrated in the figure, the control was unable to heat
the setup if the difference was more than 3-4 *C. As a result, as the air conditioner cooled
the room, the temperature in the box dropped as well. When this was realized, the
lightbulb (heat source) of the temperature controller was replaced by a stronger one, door
of the cabinet was better sealed, and testing procedures were modified to include a
temperature equilibration time at the start of each test.
5.3.4.2. Tests on Uniform Beads
Since the measurements on glass beads from prior research were unreliable due to lack of
temperature equilibration, some new tests were performed on uniform glass beads during
this research. The size fractions selected and the resulting SMC curves are presented as
Figure 5.17. As discussed at the beginning of section 5.3, these curves have tension
relieves right after the AEP, and the finer beads have higher suction values. The initial
(saturated) water contents are equal because all glass bead samples have basically the
same matrix geometry at different scales. In addition, there seems to be a trend of
increasing slope with decreasing bead size, but this does not necessarily show a relation
in between. These small differences in the slope may be due to small variations in the
grain size distribution of each individual fraction.
Figure 5.17. SMC curves ofuniform glass beads.
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5.3.4.2.1. Capillary Fall Tests
Capillary tests were performed on two of the three uniform glass bead samples, of which
the SMC curves were determined (see Section 3.6.7 for equipment details). In order to
simulate the drying effect, water was filled into the pipe from the top end while the
bottom end remained open to the atmosphere. The water level was kept over the
specimen's top surface throughout filling. Once the water started to come out from the
bottom, the bottom end was submerged. Finally, the water level was allowed to fall to the
height corresponding to the material's AEP. Table 5.4 presents the results of these tests,
which are in good agreement with the AEP's obtained from the SMC curves of these
beads.
Bead size ( m) Capillary height (cm) AEP from capillary (bar) AEP from SMCC (bar)
125-150 (testl) 60 0.06
125-150 (test2) 65 0.065
250-300 30 0.03 0.025
Table 5.4. Capillary test results compared to SMC curves
5.3.4.3. Tests on Gap-Graded Beads
To investigate the effects of grain size distribution on the soil moisture characteristic,
gap-graded glass beads were tested. Figure 5.18 is the SMC curves of all tests on the gap
graded beads and the pure fractions of the two sizes.
Figure 5.18. SMC curves of gap-graded glass beads.
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The temperature record showed that the test on the specimen with 7% fines had
temperature variations. Although the temperature record of the test on the specimen with
13% fines did not show any variation, its curve has a peculiar shape that might suggest
there may be some external effects on the results.
Figure 5.19.
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The general trends that were mentioned in
the beginning of section 5.3 (Suction drop
after air entry and suction values at a given
water content increase as the articles get
finer) are observable in this set of data, as
well.
Other trends can be observed by plotting
the results from Figure 5.18 with respect to
the percentage of fine beads, as in Figures
5.19, 5.20 and 5.21.
The general trend in slope is increasing
with increased fines, which is consistent
with the results from single-size glass bead
samples. Tests with small fine fraction,
however, give flatter curves than the curve
of coarse beads alone.
The results in Table 5.1 give the limits of
saturated water content as 14.4-37.4 % for
single-size beads (test result is 25%) and
lower limit of 6.9% (test result is 16%) for
gap-graded beads. These ranges cover all
measured saturated water contents. As can
be seen in Figure 5.20, the smallest
saturated water content is around 35% fine
fraction. This fits to Table 5.1, which
calculates the fine fraction for the smallest
water content as 38.9%.
Figure 5.21. shows an interesting trend that
fits the general observation of "the finer the
soil, the higher the AEP". However, 85%
of the difference in the AEP values of the
single-size specimens is observed to be
closed by adding only 50% fines. This
shows the importance of the pore size over
grain size for suction behavior, as the
coarse beads will just be swimming in a
sea of fine particles at fine fractions above
38.9% (from Table 5.1), effectively
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reducing the pore size to that of only fine beads. This trend also shows that the pore size
and AEP are not affected by the coarser particles as much as they were thought to be.
Therefore, the characteristic particle radius for the MIT AEP correlation that was
assumed as r80 in the previous research (section 2.5.3) may overestimate the particle size
that affects the suction characteristics. Grain sizes such as D60 or D30 may be more
representative and realistic as the characteristic particle diameter.
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Appendix 5.3. SEM photograph of BBC, 5-7 gm
Appendix 5.4. SEM photograph of BBC, 7-11 gm
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6. ACHIEVEMENTS and CONCLUSIONS
Among the objectives that were set forth in Section 1.1, some were achieved along the
course of this research and some were not. This chapter interprets the data obtained by
the experiments described in the previous chapter, and summarizes to which extent each
of the research objectives was achieved. This chapter also includes a brief assessment of
all the work performed at MIT to date in this area and provides some recommendations
for future research.
6.1. Tensiometer and Testin' Method
6.1.1. Reliability
Verification of the reliability of the suction measurements was attempted using relative
humidity over salt solutions (detailed in Section 5.2.1). The setup used did not work.
However, it did uncover the significance of heat generated by the device. In these tests, it
was observed that the water transfer inside a closed system with a tensiometer is unable
to reach equilibrium. Of course, this does not mean that the tensiometer is not reliable; it
was not designed for such usage in the first place.
The suction measurements were verified by comparing the Air Entry Pressures from
drying SMC curves obtained with the tensiometer to the capillary height in capillary fall
tests performed on the same material. The results are previously presented in Table 5.4,
and they seem quite consistent.
6.1.2. MIT Tensiometer Version 6.1
The final version of tensiometers built at MIT exhibited a performance that was superior
to the older versions. The replaceable pressure transducer design achieved not only the
preset objectives (defined in section 1.1.2) of serviceability (in case of malfunction, the
transducer can be replaced instead of the whole device) and sensitivity (data resolution
can be selected by using pressure transducers of different capacity), but it also achieved
smaller temperature sensitivity. The older tensiometers, in which the pressure transducer
was epoxied to the tensiometer body, were very sensitive to temperature changes due to
the difference in thermal expansion coefficients of epoxy and steel. Version 6.1 is a lot
less sensitive to thermal variations because it has the pressure transducer fixed in the
tensiometer body mechanically, without epoxy or any other adhesive.
6.1.3. Capacity (Clay Interphase)
There was an attempt to improve the suction capacity of the tensiometers, which simply
depends on the pore size of the interphase material (porous ceramic) between the
specimen and the pressure transducer, by the introduction of a second interphase material
that would prevent the ceramic from drying by contacting the atmosphere. This
configuration (detailed in Section 5.2.3) did not work, but only because of the shrinking
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nature of the chosen interphase (high plasticity clay). In application, the clay cracked at
the center, and the stone was dried through these cracks.
In former tests on clay, the specimen, which dries from top to bottom in the setup, was
observed to curl up and separate itself from the tensiometer because the top of the
specimen shrank faster than the bottom. In this setup, bonding of clay to the tensiometer
was satisfactorily achieved by covering epoxy with dry pulverized clay, before the
adhesive solidified (Section 3.1.5). This shows that clay particles can still bond with other
clay particles when they are half submerged in epoxy.
6.1.4. Repeatability and Case Sensitivity
The method has been improved in various ways to increase the reliability of the results.
6.1.4.1. Preparation and Saturation Method
In order to standardize the preparation and saturation of the setup while avoiding relative
density differences and heterogeneity, new procedures have been devised. The final
recommended preparation procedure for remolded samples (intact samples were not
tested in this research) is compacting the specimen moist on the dry tensiometer, as
described in Section 4.3.3. The tensiometer and the specimen are then saturated together
in the triaxial saturation chamber, as described in Section 4.2.4.
6.1.4.2. Stability of the Mass Measurements
The most significant errors in mass measurement were found to be due to flexing of the
data acquisition cable. This was minimized by replacing a small section of the cable with
the thinnest available wires (as in Section 3.3.3) and fixing one end on, the other end off
the mass balance platform (as explained in the procedure in Section 4.4). In addition to
making the measurements more stable, this shortened the required equilibration/flexing
time before the test from overnight down to 1-2 hours.
6.1.2.3. Temperature
Although the new tensiometer design (version 6.1) is a lot less sensitive to thermal
changes than its predecessors, its readings can be affected by temperature. After the
effects of temperature on the suction measurements had been realized (as in Section
3.4.1), the existing temperature isolation gained more importance and more care was put
on keeping the temperature constant, by increasing the intensity of the heat source of the
temperature control system.
A day of temperature equilibration time was added into the procedures (Section 4.4)
because the tensiometer is very cold compared to the temperature of the testing
environment in the beginning. This is because it was saturated with cold water
beforehand; and the heat exchange between air and the device is very slow. The
processing of data was modified accordingly, to find the end of equilibration time and
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disregard everything prior to that point (Section 4.6). Monitoring the temperature also
foretells if the test result will be reliable.
The tests that were done along the course of former research at MIT did not have
satisfactory temperature control and equilibration. Among these, three (Manchester Fine
Sand, glass bead fractions of 75-90 and -500 gm) SMC curves had a shape similar to the
suction-time plot of a test with proper equilibration time (like Figure 4.8). These had
sufficient data before the beginning of the drying process to reinterpret the data using the
proposed method (Section 4.6) in order to set a suction zero and correct the temperature
effect.
6.1.5. Long-Term Stability
An attempt to sustain suction in a large specimen in an air-sealed setup for as long as
possible was made (see section 5.2.2 for details). The stone dried after 6 days, for the
same reason as the drying of the relative humidity setup. The cause is found to be the heat
generation of the circuit of the tensiometer. Since tensiometers of this kind always use
electricity, development of a field device that can take in-situ measurements for a long
time is a distant possibility.
6.2. Soil Moisture Characteristic Curves
6.2.1. New Feature of SMC Curves: Suction Drop at Air Entry
Continuity of the SMC curves
obtained in this research revealed a
new feature on the curve. In nearly
all of the curves presented here, the
suction is observed to drop abruptly
(in 1-2 minutes) at air entry,
because surface tension in water
breaks as a brittle failure. For
example, in Figure 6.1, the suction
drops from 0.05 to 0.03bars. Then,
water is slowly re-tensed as the
porous matrix dries. Due to the
brittle nature of air entry and
cavitation, this sudden and
significant (10-60% of suction was
observed to be lost) event was
never observed before with the conventional discontinuous techniques, because it is very
fast compared to the testing time, so it is impossible to have data points right before and
immediately after the drop.
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Figure 6.1. SMCC of gap-graded
beads with 18% fines.
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6.2.2. Effects of Compaction
A separate study on the effect of initial density was not done in this research; the
procedures were designed with the goal of keeping the initial density constant.
Nonetheless, the results obtained (Figure 5.12) are parallel to those found in the literature
(Figure 5.13). The same material, compacted differently, has different void ratios,
therefore different saturated water contents. However, in water content - soil suction
space, the steep portions of the curves coincide (virgin drying line), regardless of the
initial density or void ratio. This also means that a denser soil has a higher Air Entry
Pressure.
6.2.3. Effects of Grain Size Distribution
The variation of SMC curves with mixing ratio of two different sizes of uniform beads
was observed. However, grain size distributions of soils have a large variety, so it cannot
be simplified so easily into one (in uniform particles, it is the grain size) or three (in gap
graded sample, these are grain sizes of two fractions and their mixing ratio) variables.
Therefore, this part of the research provides insight about how small and large particles
behave together, but is far from constituting a correlation.
6.2.4. Grain Size - Air Entry Pressure Correlation
The correlation, which was devised at MIT using geometry and physics of the problem
(Section 2.5.3 or Sjoblom, 2000), can be represented in graphical form as a family of
parallel lines, each for a different inclusive angle (x). These lines are plotted on the "AEP
- characteristic particle diameter" co-ordinate space together with the pairs of each test, in
Figure 6.2. The characteristic particle size is taken as D60 (Sjoblom recommends D80 ).
The vertical (with respect to the graph, i.e. horizontal with respect to the page) thick dark
(red) line is the upper size boundary of the correlation (Sjoblom, 2000). The original data
points from Dr. Sjoblom (not shown in Figure 6.2) had been somewhat linear and in line
with his visual observations of inclusive angle of 40-45'.
The points that are marked as polygones are the drying tests with proper temperature
control as well as the capillary fall tests (the round dark/red markers that are shaded from
the sides only). As can be seen in the figure, all tests with proper temperature control or
correction are between the inclusive angles of 540 and 600. These angles are reasonable
because, pendular rings can theoretically exist in a matrix of uniform spheres with up to
an inclusive angle of 600 in tetrahedral packing, and 90* in cubic packing. Interestingly,
the data that is lined in Figure 6.2 includes both spherical glass beads and non-
equidimensional and angular RBBC flakes.
Therefore, it can be hypothesized that, regardless of the particle shape, the initial
inclusive angles in a drying matrix saturated with pure water in soil are about 57'.
However, this may not be necessarily true if there are changes in temperature, particle
mineralogy or any dissolved material in the pore water under real site conditions; since
all tests in this research had been performed in constant temperature using pure water and
materials inert to water.
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6.3. Assessment of the Tensiometer Technique to Obtain SMC Curves
6.3.1. Summary of Disadvantages
- The preparation procedures are delicate, and a lot of practice is needed to learn how
to avoid errors on the operator's part.
- Only drying curves can be obtained.
- Although minimized with the thin wire connection in the current design, the data
acquisition cable may still cause errors in the mass readings, leading to errors on the
water content axis of the SMC curves.
- An essential component of the MIT tensiometers is the porous ceramics, which are
the result of research in Japan in this case. These are very difficult to acquire.
Moreover, these stones were the products of quite recent research, so there is a lot of
variation in their properties (pore size, strength, etc.).
- It is nearly impossible to test clays because;
o Clays shrink while drying, thereby opening cracks, which act as large pores in the
clay. These cracks prematurely connect the porous ceramic to the atmosphere,
which dries the ceramic and brings the test to an end.
o The suction capacity of the MIT tensiometers is of the order of 10-15 bars, which
is not enough to cover the entire curve for high plasticity clays.
6.3.2. Summary of Advantages
- The MIT technique is faster than current ASTM techniques. The MIT technique takes
3-5 days whereas other techniques can take weeks (minimum one week).
- Continuous SMC curves can be obtained. Thus, small features (such as the suction
drop at air entry) that other methods would miss can be observed.
- The technique includes automation. Once the drying test starts, operator intervention
is not needed.
- The whole test is carried out on the same specimen. All conventional tests use several
different specimens to obtain the whole curve, thereby assuming all specimens to be
identical.
- A tensiometer is used for suction measurements, and tensiometers are the only known
devices that can measure water tension directly. Conventional methods determine the
suction by measuring another quantity that is correlated to the relative humidity,
which, in turn, can be thermodynamically related to the magnitude of suction.
6.3.3. Conclusion
Although the method presented in this thesis for obtaining SMC curves is not able to
satisfy the whole range of testing requirements in soil suction studies, it is far superior to
other methods that are currently used in practice. The principal goal of this research,
improving the device and technique in order to make them more serviceable, has been
pursued for this reason. This goal is achieved to a great extent, for the tensiometer design
has been improvemed and a sound methodology has been established. In the end it
remains superior to current ASTM standards for soil suction measurement.
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6.4. Recommendations for Future Research
- Some of the tests with bad or doubted temperature control were not repeated due to
the limited time of the research. These may be performed for the sake of
completeness.
- Some of the tests that were run only once may be repeated to better assess/prove the
repeatability and reliability of the technique.
- Sensitivity to equipment changes may be assessed by testing the same material using
different tensiometers.
- The heat generated by the tensiometer should be reduced, possibly by switching the
transducer on only at the time of measurement, and then turning it back off. If this
works, the long-term stability of the measurements can be studied.
- The eventual goal of the long-term stability is field application.
- A sound procedure for testing specimens trimmed from borehole samples is necessary
for accurate evaluation of the in-situ suction behavior.
- The next version of tensiometer should have replaceable stones, which will eliminate
the need for repetitive machining, once the pieces are manufactured.
- Development of finer porous stones will directly increase the device capacities.
- Alternatively, if a fine enough porous coating material can be applied, the capacity
will increase.
- The water tension between two particles may be measured directly with new very
sensitive force measurement techniques, for better understanding of the physics of the
phenomenon.
- Observation of drying particles through a microscope may give new insights in
relating the geometry of air-water interfaces to the physics of the concept.
- Differences in relative density and heterogeneity of the specimen were avoided as
problems instead of being studied. Variation of the SMC curves with relative density
or heterogeneity effects in case of layering may be studied.
- Studies with more complex variation schemes of grain size distribution might
eventually yield to the ability to predict the whole SMC curve from the grain size
distribution. A correlation that includes the coefficient of uniformity (D60/D30) or
coefficient of curvature (D302/DoD60) might prove more useful in practice.
- Effects of particle shape and roughness may be investigated.
- If volume change measurements can be incorporated to the setup, examination of the
relationship between soil suction and swelling/shrinking soils using this technique will
be a breakthrough in unsaturated soil mechanics.
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